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Aid For The Blind
Thanksgiving

Editor
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Associate Editor
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eral Government Because

Christmas Trees

Turkey Shoot
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21
ALL DAY SHOOT—ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES

WILL LOTHROP’S TURKEY FARM
Turn Right at Grassy Pond, South Hope, off Route 17. Look for
Signs! Hunting Rifles and Shot Gun Shells. AU Shot Gun
SheUs Furnished At Field. Bring Your Own Rifle Ammunition.
REFRESHMENTS SERVED
137-139

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ATTENTION
DEMOCRATS
All enrolled Democrats are urgently re

quested to attend the MAYORALTY

CAUCUS, at the ARMORY, THURS
DAY, NOVEMBER 18, at 8 P. M.

•,

Democratic City Committee,

John J. Perry, See.
137-138

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.

The Season’s Find!
LUXANO OVERCOATS $35
GENUINE WORUMBO FABRIC

TAILORED by CLOTHCRAFT

LINING by 'EARL-GLO
OTHER COATS $22.50 to $30.00

All Tailored by CLOTHCRAFT
337 Main St.,

Rockland,

“THE ART OF LIVING”

The Camden Outing Club is
having its second annual least at
Masonic Hall, Camden, Wednesdap night Dec. 1st and in addi
tion to providing a first class
supper will entertain the patrons
with beano, bridge, motion pic
tures, pool and dancing. A grand
good time for everybody. Every
thing is being donated, and those
who desire to contribute to the
success of the affair may do so
by calling Olive Weaver, at Has
kell & Corthell’s. The first an
nual feast is remembered as one
of Camden's big events last winter,
and it goes without saying that
Rockland will again be well repre
sented when the supper bell rings.

Next to Strand Theatre

Volume 92.................. Number 1 38.

VEAZIE’S OVERWHELMING VICTORY

Charlie Taylor Tells Rockland Lions About It In Former Postmaster Wins Mayoralty Nomination
—Democratic Shindig In Ward 2
Very Graphic Terms

A man’s ability to thrill 12,000 lis- I generally against everything; we
Republicans balloted for two and , ence being insisted upon, despite the
teners, in the Community Building, have people like than in the church one-half hours at Odd Fellows hall lateness of the hour,
in a little more than seven aays, and there are 'broad-minded' people last night, and when the votes were ' Olven a T0Using ^eption, Mr.
was be'ter understood by the mem like the mother who turns her 16- counted Edward R. Veazie was found Veazl€' Pledged hls best efterts in thfl
believed It to
bers cf the Rockland Lions Club, year-old daughter free without giving to have been nominated by an over- | comin*
a RePubllcan year, and in every
yesterday, after they had listened to her suitable advice.”
whelming majority. The vote was: |
944 way found the members of that party
Charles Taylor’s effective address at Declaring that the first thing you Edward R. Veazie
, active and alive. "I believe we are
the noonday luncheon and heard have to do is “sell yourself,” Mr. Tay John IV. Lane,
going on to victory” said Mr. Veazie,
lor
told
the
story
of
the
two
sales

him whistle.
Louis Bosse
The hasty late hour count showed ‘ ',but regardless of the result Dec. 6,
The human dynamo who conducts men In different shoe stores. One
fe€l that 1
*<***
the Knox County Spiritual Recovery told a woman that one of her feet a discrepancy of 11 votes between the 11 want
Crusade was at his best yesterday and was larger than the other, and that ballots as counted and the check list i wil1 and friendship of every person."
Mr. Lane was in a jovial mood this
entered most heartily into the spirit he could not ftt her. The woman lalIy
Including observers there were I morning, the first to congratulate Mr.
of the meeting. His outstanding left angrily and went to another store.
ability as a whistler found expression The clerk there told her the same probably 400 persons in the hall at Veazie when he made hls appearance
on the street. “The Republican City
thing, but in more tactful language.
Committee owes me something for
"Isn't it surprising.” said he, “how]
getting out such a big crowd," Joked
much
smaller
one
of
your
feet
is
than
Deacon Frank H. Ingraham
the genial Northend candidate.
the other.” And he made the sale.
Forgets Ailments As He
Some men go too far with their
__
adaptability, the speaker said, citing
Hears From Auditorium
the instance of the man who doesn't
Frank H. Ingraham attorney deawant to drink, but does so because the
Perryville Repulses The Al
others do; and gambles for the same
gon of the First Baptist Church and
' reason. “A man ought to have cer
phabet — Other Demo
for many years teacher of the
tain definite principles” said Mr.
Brotherhood Class of the church,
cratic Nominations
Taylor—“let others do as they want
who has been confined to the house
to but have it understood that his
The Alphabetical Brigade received
by illness since early in October, was
own opinion is definitely his."
marching orders for Ward 2 last
The world is made up of strangely
thrilled last night to listen ln on the
night but its failure to dislodge John
different people.
Spiritual Recovery Crusade meeting
J.
Perry from his political strong
The second essential in the art of
held in the Community Building.
hold was one of the features of last
living is Charactei—back of Adap
Last Friday, Edwin H. Crie treas
night’s Democratic caucuses.
tability.
Mr. Perry received 23 votes for
urer of the class, mentioned to
The speaker told of two merchants
alderman
and 18 were cast for
Raphael Sherman, secretary, that lt
who advertised the long life of their
Thomas Iott, the choice of the Al
concerns
—
one
established
in
1868
and
had been suggested by one of the
phabetical Brigade. Other nomina
MH
class members that the class ought to “The father who doesn’t want his the other in 1872. A smart young
tions were:
man opened a new store there hung
make arrangements to have a hook son to work as hard as he did is
Whatever the result I want to feel j School Committee—Mrs. Bernice
out e sign whicli read “established
up by which their faithful teacher raising up an excellent generation of
that I have tlie friendship and good Staples.
yesterday; no old stock.”
will of every person—Edward R.
might hear the services, now being loafers," said Charlie Taylor. Cnarlic
Warden—Albert Cables.
“People say that the church is ;
conducted by Charlie and Laurie on (be )ejt. bjs br0|be, Laurie on the full of hypeciltes” said Mr. Taylor. Veazie
Clerk—Sheldon Gray.
Taylor.
City Committee—John J. Perry and
right.
“Well there is always room for an- !
Promptly, a conference
with
other. A hypocrite is a counterfeit various stages of the caucus, and Mrs. Cora L. Haraden.
Thomas C. Stone was had and as a cn several occasions, and prepared of the genuine article. Don't con-' fully 150 remained to hear the re- j There was a bit of a flurry at the
result, a plan was explained to the his delighted audience for the bril
deron the church because some of suit announced. This did not occur outset when Mr. Perry objected to
class last Sunday. Secretary Sherliant oratorical feast which followed its members don't extend up to what until 1020 p. m„ and many of the , the invasion of his stronghold by
man was appointed a committee of the luncheon. The speaker was pre
Veazie supporters had long since de- i Scott F. Kittredge, whose voting resiyou beiieve.
one to go ahead with the matter, and sented by Ralph L. Smith of the No
'Unless he builds a character man parted for home, thoroughly confl- dence is South Thomaston, but who
when he entered Mr. Stone's office
vember entertainment committee, the hasn’t '.sained the art of living. Live dent that thelr candidate had won. was viewed by the Perry faction as
at the telephone building Monday
The caucus call was read by the assuming dictatorial powers.
aptness of whose remarks drew In with yout fellows and live so well
forenoon, Mr. Stone reported that he
Results of the other Democratic
stant praise from the modern cru that you can go home and say: 'I chairman of the city committee,
had already been In touch with en
ward caucuses last night were:
Francis D. Orne.
sader.
actually tried.’ "
gineers of New England Telephone &
John M. Richardson was made
“The Art of Living” was Charlie
Declaring that Wall Street loans
Ward One
Telegraph Co.. In Portland.
Taylor’s subject—getting joy out of money only on character, the speaker chairman and Basil H. Stinson was
Alderman—Arthur Gray.
To make a long and fast moving
life.
told the story of how Charles Schwab chosen secretary.
School Committee—Clara Curtis.
I story short, Mr. Stone made arrange
Chalrmnn Ririhardson explained
“
Life,"
he
said
“
is
a
burden
to
borrowed
$40,000,000 ln Wall Street
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
Miss Katherine McDonald ments to furnish an exclusive circuit
those who think only that they have on faith. The men who survived the in careful detail the hours of vet:ng
Clerk—Mary Sylvester.
for
this
purpose
from
the
Community
Gets Havana Cruise In
depression are men who had char and th? method by which the caucus
got to work."
City Committee—Herbert Thomas
Building to Mr. Ingraham's residence
Mr. Taylor cited several instances acter in their business. The honest was to be conducted. It was voted tc and Clara Curtis.
Durand Contest
at the corner of Union and Lindsey
of parental management, telling, for man Is the man who is honest use the plurality method and Chair
streets; Mr. Sherman contacted “Ed
Ward Three
Miss Katherine McDonald of The
instance, of the parents who slave whether it is good policy or not. man Richardson named as tellers
die” Whalen, well known orchestra
Alderman—James C. Kent.
Courier-Gazette staff Is walking
In conclusion the speaker said: “If Donald C. Leil'jh, Herbert W. Keep
to send their children to college.
leader, who has a modern amplifying
School Committee—Vivian Hewett.
about in a dreamy sort of a daze
They come home four years ycur Lions Club stands for decency, and Fred C Black.
system. “Eddie" jumped at the chance
followin': ’he alphabetical system
Warden—Lola Smith.
this morning due to the arrival at
later and the father finds they're not honesty and integrity, then you have
to be of help in solving the prob
which had been agreed upon. Louis
8 o'clock of this highly interesting!
Clerk—Alice Mae Luke.
his children at all. Privately he got a fine organization.”
lem; Austin Sherman of House-SherBosse made the first nominating
telegram:
City Committee—Lawrence Hamlin
Visiting Lions yesterday were
learns that too many college students
man, Inc., was consulted and by three
Congratulations on your entry in j
call their father a “sucker.”
\ George W. Dyer and David Crockett speech, placing his own name be and Peggy Burgess.
o'clock Wednesday afternoon Joshua
Durand’s Havana Contest. You have!
“The greatest asset for a man," of the Camden-Rockport Club. Other fore the caucus. He was young and
Ward Four
N. Southard, custodian at the Com
won first prize for the week ending
said the speaker is to learn that he guests were Arthur F. Lamb, past ambitious he said, confident he
munity Building sent his voice into
Alderman
—
Raymond C. Perry.
Nov. 14 and have been awarded a free
has got to work darned hard for president of the Kiwanis Club; Ed- could make the best mayor the city
Mr. Ingraham’s room, then followed
School
Committee
—Harold Coombs.
ever
had.
One
of
his
ambitions
was
nine-day vacation cruise to Nassau
Secretary Sherman who announced something to eat. He may think he ward R. Veazie, Everett A. Munsey, to build new schoolhouses, and this at
Warden—Frank L. Newbert.
and Havana. A letter of confirma
is doing his children a favor when Carl Morse and Robert Allen,
that Miss Lotte McLaughlin and Mrs.
Clerk—Josephine P. Schofield.
tion with further details will follow.
he decides that they shall not work The Club voted unanimously to no cost to the city.
Lillian Gay Joyce would give him a
City Committee—Robert McCarty
John
W.
Lane
read
hls
nominating
Durand's Fine Candies.
as hard as he did but in reality he sponsor a sound system in the Comshort recital.
speech
but
for
reasons
of
his
own
and
Vaflades.
Miss McDonald entered the con
is thereby raising up an excellent ■ munity Building, to be known as the
Miss McLaughlin sang “Because”
omitted
certain
sections
of
it.
He
Ward Five
test through Chisholm’s Spa, samp
generation of loafers.
j Lions Sound System.
ling the delicious Durand's candies and Mrs. Joyce sang, “The Land of
"There are two fundamentals in j A. W. Gregory and Percy Blais- said that he had always earned his | Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
and then writing her ideas about the the Skj' Blue Water.” Miss Mc the art of living, and the first is dell were appointed members of the bread by the sweat of his brow, and
School Committee — Flora Merexperience of eating it with that Laughlin was at the Steinway grand Adaptability—fitting one's self to cir- entertainment committee for Deeem- “thank Ood, he had never been in the I chant
piano
used
by
Laurie
Taylor
at
the
charming Irish wit that won her the
red. He had felt obliged to sell his
Warden- ■Bernice Hatch.
cumstances. There are some people j ber.
I major prize of a nine-day vacation evangelistic meetings.
automobile ln order to pay hls taxes,
Clerk—Lura E Doherty.
When the evening service started,
) cruise to Nassau and Havanna with
and "to support a chauffeur for the
City Committee—Harold Bates and
Ray
Sherman,
entering
Mr.
In

$100 additional for spending money.
tax collector." Mr. Lane said that1 vora F Bemis
graham's room found Deacon and
the present salary of the mayor
Mrs. Ingraham beaming and "Eddie"
Ward Six
($1509) would seem like a fortune to
Whalen cn hand to see that every
Alderman—Marcellus M. Condon.
him, and that if elected he would
thing was working in proper manner,
School Committee—Edith Atwood.
give a good administration.
and to instruct Mrs. Ingraham in the
Warden—Roy Watson.
The name of Edward R. Veazie
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
operation of the apparatus.
Clerk—Jeannette W. Tait.
was presented by Frank A. Winslow,
WASHING & GREASING
The installation is a gift of the
City Committee—Perley E. Niles
who stressed the candidate's record
FORD GARAGE
Brotherhood Class and will be con
as a schoolboy , his achievements and Minnie Parsons.
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
nected ready 24-hours a day until
with the naval forces, his services as
DEAD STORAGE
Ward Seven
the special meetings are concluded
The joint meeting of at the Gardens of the Nations show city clerk and postmaster, and his
136-141
the 28th of this month. President
Alderman—Russell Bartlett.
the Rockland, Thomaston, held in New York. Mrs. Benedict recent success, as general chairman,
George J. Cumming of the class was
School Committee—Ethel Connon.
and Camden Garden Clubs, who has endeared herself to garden ln putting the Community Chest
gratified to learn early last night
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
combined with the fall clubs in general in Maine was greeted campaign over the top. The nomi
that the arrangement, ordered by the flower show, held at the Community with most friendly ovation.
Clerk—Dorothy Baxter.
nation was seconded by Jonn Chis
TURKEYS
class Sunday, had been completed, Building Tuesday afternoon, was an
City Committee—Walter Connon
Mrs. Benedict said that while she holm and A. W. Gregory.
and he appreciates the co-operation unprecedented success, with attendand Adah Roberts.
I am dressing 30 Fancy Birds
A
very
systematise
method
of
vot

from 8 to 20 pounds, Sunday, Nov. of Mr. Stone, lccal manager of the| ants from the three above named intended to talk along the technical
21. Come and get yours for Thanks telephone company; Mr. Whalen for ■ places augmented by many from end of the matter in hand, she ing had been provided. The Board of
“I sold kisses at the last bazaar,
giving.
wanted to stress the point that after i Registration was on hand to settle
his interest in the project and Aus- WaterviIle Portland. Skowhegan, Belbut
then one must do these things
any question as to enrollments—in .
MERLE E. SIDELINGER
tin Sherman for his advice and fast, Boston, etc. From the moment more than 10 years ln the field she fact to act as board of arbitration, i °r c a
Route 220,
Washington, Maine
had come to feel that flower arrange
“I suppose that's what the cus138-139 recommendations.
the doors opened the exhibition room
ment is being overdone—in that to The board comprises John E. Do tomers
thought,
dear.”—Smith's
was thronged with interested spec
herty
as
chairman,
Fred
H.
Sanborn
achieve just the right thing women
tators. and continuing so until ad
They were Weekly.
are bordering on the edge of a and Dennis Cronin.
journment was made to the Tower
nervous breakdown, to exaggerate thanked officially by the caucus for
Room where Mrs. A. R. Benedict of
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Sudden Death Claimed Mrs. Montclair, N. J., and Medomak, the point a bit. “Make your arrange their services.
The checking was done by the
ments to give you happiness. Do
If I had my life to live again I would
Emily Robbins of Rock lectured on arrangement and making
1 Gal. Keg.... ............................. $1.15
not make them by rule and regula seven city committeemen, one as have made a rule to read some poetry
1 Kit..... .........................
$1.25
of
winter
bouquets
and
decorations.
and
listen to some music at least once
signed
to
each
ward.
port Last Night
tion. Use common sense.” These
2K Gal. Keg ........................ $2.50
a week. The loss of these tastes ls s
Mrs. E. Stewart Orberton, presi were some of the simple bits of ad
Tlie new city committee, as rati loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
4 Gal. Keg .............................. $3.00
Medical Examiner Weisman was dent of the Rockland Garden Club, vices given by the lecturer. Refer fied by the caucus ls made up thus:
Sauer Kraut Juice, 1 Gal. .... $1.00
A PRAYER
2*4 Gal. Keg .......................... $2.00 called to Rockport late last night by welcomed guests, and introduced in
Ward 1—Earl U. Chaples,
ring to the advice of common sense,
To grow a 'little wiser day by day.
turn
Miss
Rita
Smith,
president
of
Ward 2—Arthur D. Fish.
she said: “You would not put lilies
the sudden death of Mrs. Emily J.
To school my mlr>d and body to obey.
EDWIN A. DEAN
To keep my Inner life both clean and
Ward 3—Cleveland Steeper.
Robbins, 57, at her home on Church the Thomaston club, and Mrs. Pearl of the valley in a bean pot. You
strong
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Willey, president of the Camden club, would use them in a spring arrange
Ward 4—Edgar Newhall,
To free my life from guile, my head from
street. Death was pronounced due
TEL. 671-J
wrong
and then in a most charming manner ment in a delicate holder.” Strive
Ward 5—Ervin Curtis.
138-131 to natural causes.
To shut the door on hate and scorn
brought forward Mrs. Benedict, nam for natural in effect. Casting aside
Ward 6—Charles H. McIntosh.
and pride.
To open up to love the windows wide.
Mrs. Robbins had been ill for some ing her as the woman who had put the idea that many of the larger
Ward 7—Carl O. Nelson,
To meet wtth cheerful heart what comas
time yet appeared in her usual con the Garden Federation of Maine on flowers, particularly those with long
to me.
When the result of the caucus was
Expert Radio Repair
turn life’s discords into harmony.
dition of health when her husband, the map through several exhibits in stems, cannot be cut down, Mrs made known Chairman Richardson To
To
share
some weary worker s heavy load
All makes radio receivers
Walter Robbins returned home from several parts of the country, one of Benedict said that the delphinium aPP°inted M. M. Griffin. Francis D., To P°rl0nstdsome straylnK comrade “
Work Guaranteed
work. After a later absence of about which, ln Texas, had won first prize, is the only one that cannot be treated Q^ne, H. P. Blodgett. Walter H. Spear, I To know that what I have is not my own,
Tubes Tested Free
C Black
Farlc Tbuduri (i T
lo
tnalj 1 pray
never
9Ulte day
alone;
° leel
am fron
nev
"
qu,te
a,one:
an hour he found Mrs. Robbins dead and who has also won many first in this manner. To maintain the Fred
MAINE MUSIC CO.
rrtu n
V
tsiacK and
ana r
b. fcarie
Thls
would
, day
Member ot Radio Mfgrs. Service
wick as a committee to notify Mr. i For then I know my life, would now
on his return and Dr. Weisman was prizes for her own personal exhibits,
124-tf
In peace until it be God's wlll I go.
one of which was the silver medal
notified.
Veazie of his nomination—his pres
(Continued on Page Eight!
—Selected.

Revival Hook-Up

Ward Two Warfare

C.-G. Girl Wins

Auspices
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST A. L. AND E. D. RIFLE CLUB

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

CAMDEN OUTING CLUB
SUPPER

THREE CENTS A COPY

Being Held Up By the Fed

Governor Lewis O. Barrows yes
Of a Technicality
terday said Maine folk, as they pre
pared to observe Thanksgiving Day,
Subacrlpttona 83.00 per year payable in should rejoice because “our harvests
Before receiving additional federal
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula have been abundant and we have funds to aid the blind, Maine needs
tion and very reasonable
remained true to the fundamental the approval by the Social Security
NEWSPAPER HISTOKV
Board of its new plan of administerThe Rockland Gazette was established principles of our government.'
iHis statement was made in a proc- I ing the state law providing assistance
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
to such unfortunate persons.
In 1882. Tlie Free Press was established lamation designating Thursday, Nov.
tn 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to 26, as Thanksgiving Day.
The Federal government matches
the Tribune These papers consolidated
Barrows said Maine folk “should each dollar which the State spends
March 17. 1897
tecognize that the day Is one set to aid the blind, if the State's ad
apart as a period of inspiration, of ministration plan receives approval.
gratitude to include the hopes of the Maine must have its plan sanctioned
Gush is not grace. Some people
future as well as the opportunities by the board before receiving match
are so fussy you cannot approach
of the present, and of thankfulness ing funds.
— them for froth.
Commissioner George W. Leadbet
~ | for the steady national progress since
••• — Mlour forefathers, at Plymouth observed ter of the Health and Welfare De
partment said payments from State
the first Thanksgiving."
funds had been made since July,
but no federal money had been avail
able since then, because the board
"was not satisfied with provisions of
City Matron Corbett Pleads our new plan concerning the quaiifiFor Their Remembrance cations of our field workers.”
Everyone needs insurance, but
Leadbetter said approximately 1150
On Thanksgiving
not everyone knows the forms
blind persons were receiving aid.
Rockland, Nov. 16.
of insurance he needs. Our
The average payment, when fed
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
eral funds were available, was $21
customers do. This is one rea
Next week we celebrate Thanksgiv a month to each, but since July the
ing Day. In some homes and around recipients have been receiving oneson they have peace of mind.
some tables there will be a vacancy, half that amount,” Leadbetter said.
and hearts jnay be heavy and sad. j He said a new plan of administra
, Yet, even if this is so, one may for- ! tion had to be submitted to the board
E. C. Moran
get their own sorrow, by remember- !
Qf legLslative changes last
Co., Inc.
lng others less fortunate, poor and winter in tlie law providing aid for
Insurance Counselors
lonely, who feel perhaps there is very the blind. The principal change was
425 Main St.
little to be thankful for.
Rockiand. Me.
to "bring the law within the require
There are elderly pecple—old ments of the Social Security Act.”
Tel. 98
couples—who need just a bit of cheer following a temporary arrangement
on that .day.
by virtue lof an order passed by the
■Will net those vacancies in the home governor and council in 1935.
and at the table speak loud enough to
“The statement in our new plan
say “there are others whom you can regarding the qualifications of field
help, do It in remembrance of me." workers.” Leadbetter said, “was that
Take a filled basket of good things,
j they' wculd toe as determined toy
or little delicacies for the sick,
Maine’s new personnel board, whose
i
Take
the
gift
yourself
to
the
home
WANTED
' rules and regulations have not yet
FOR CASH
and receive the greater good.
! been promulgated.
See MR. RACKLIFF,
I will gladly furnish names and ad
‘"Die Social Security Board is of
Economy Feed Building, Holmes dresses of worthy people.
! the opinion that field workers should
St., Rockland
Phone 663-W or 452-R.
Immediately, or Phone
have very definite qualifications.
Helen Corbett,
Rockland 655
136*137
‘We have'had several conferences
City Matron.
, with representatives of the board on
i that point but as yet have not come
to any definite agreement. It is
hoped satisfactory arrangements will
be made soon, so federal funds will
be forthcoming.”

The Less Fortunate

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, November 18, 1937

IT DELIGHTED THE EYE

STORAGE

Three Garden Clubs Join Forces In Fall Flower
Show—Mrs. A. R. Benedict’s Address

Natural Causes

SAUER KRAUT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I will rejoice in the Lord. I will
joy in the Ood of my salvation.—
Hab. 3:18.

WHAT’S DOING AT THE BUILDING

The Glorified Bird
How To Select a Gocd Tur
key—A Suggested Thanks

HANKSGIVING pEAST

giving Menu

*T.e season of ‘‘The Glorified
Bird" is only a little way off. Every
one is talking turkey, pumpkin pie
t*Feyler Says Main? Rivers
cranberry jelly and all the other pet
Will B? Closed To Com- <
dishes for that first of a series of
& holiday occasions, the Thanksgiving
mercial Salmon Fishing
W
. — r-’—■
dinner.
Commissioner of Fisheries Rodney
It won't be many days until food
E. Feyler took another step ln a
COMMUNITY TOOD FAIR
* /, -—
markets are a positive maze of neat
movement to promote spot fishing
FEB. 21-26
L)
ly dressed birds of all kinds and size,
along Maine's coast Tuesday when
hang ng in coolers or laid in re
he closed tlie Machias River to thc
frigerator cases, ready for your ap
taking of sea salmon except by hook
proval and purchase.
and line. Acting as thc result of
Here are a few points that will
petitions sponsored by ihe Washing
help you select Just the right bird for
ton County Fish and Oame Associa
tion he placed a ban on commercial
ycur family group.
Tr.e Building is the scene of many parties. The tower room will never
fishing of this specie "shoreward
How to tell a young tender bird:
activities these days, truly serving be let for a public dance. Careful
from a line drawn frem Birch Point
1. Get branded turkey.
This
the
community
and
giving
some
inchaperonage
is
required
for
all
prito Holmes Point."
1 dicatlon of the dreams of service to vate dances.
' packers’ designation of quality is as
He said that the commercial sal all the people all the time held by
. . . •
1 reliable as for other fresh and smoked
mon fisher,’ on this stream was of
the oDeratinz ztoud
A State Federation of Amateur meats. It indicates milk fed. carei
?a' fi'
• ' • «
Theatre Guilds is in process of for- 1 fully dressed and chilled poultry,
believed tie., tic
s.c.a... 4°i tne
^rs. Rauser’s dancing classes have mation with Almon B. Cooper of the
o TrOv at the feet and lets if

Anglers’ Paradise

r^vplnnmpnt pf n cnnrts

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 18, 1937

Page Two

held

Off To a Good Start
Hot spicy soup—an exciting promise of the
things to come. And of course it’s Heinz Soup!

Ail Varieties Are On Sale

,

Two pint tins 25c

Ask Mrs. Grace Loomis for ideas cn your Thanksgiving feast.
She will be with us until next Wednesday. And remember
all Heinz products are on sale and demonstration:

**

,
'
„ " ' . , , met with such Success that she is Community Theatre Guild of Rock-Ilcf. on ,he Hud young Birds have
iruc i greater premise He predicted
that in a short tint# all Maine riv- . n0W Us!ng 016 t01w’er r00m afternoon .Iand ukin« a leadin« Part in the '| smooth, shiny feet and are not dry
and evening.
project. Mrs. Sidney St. Felix Tliax- I and soaiyers will be closed to seine, net and
ter of Portland is backer and ad- I
3. The skin of the bird will be
weir fishing for salmca and that “a
The splendid action of the Lions visor. The Portland Players, Rum- I
smooth and pliable with the pinkish
paradise for anglers will bo devel-, CTub ,n makJng gift t0 the audl.
ford Little Theatre Guild, Bangor- ;
0!*d "
torium of an up-to-the-minute sound Brewer Players and others are al glow of flesh through the skin.
4. And above all—test the breast
In discussing the Machias River systfm „ a most h#ppy evfnt
If it's pliable rather than bony
situation Lincoln Sennett of Machias. ,nteM,ve study Qf the problcm „y a
have been sent the Maine Masque, end stiff the bird is young.
president of the Fish and Game As- jclnt commjttee wiIi make certajn
sociation. pointed out the value of, that thf
r)ght and (hat the Bowdoin Masque and Gown and
What size turkey to buy:
other groups to co-operate in the
the Dennys River fishery to the |
,„ateTiaIs
t0
For a family of 8 to 10—a 12 to ,15
townsfolk. He said that hundreds of satisfactory acoustics for aU timp State organization whieh is designed I pound bird.
to help existing little theatre groups
sportsmen had visited Dennysville R * p,anned
For a family of 6—a 8 to 12 pound
interest.- n
A bird
year and'
. and
“u build
uuuu up
up general Jueresl
and neighboring
—
—— *towns
----- this ----------operation
for
the
b.g
school
music
meeting
for
orcanization
and
nlan
—
ereater activity
was exnected
....................
e ng lor organization ana plan
famlly
4 or les5_a ha!f
that greater
activity was
expected festlval
of
Dec. 16-17 when the ning purposes will be held in . k
in 1938 The Denny's river was closed
teachers and pupils of Rockland’s I January in Portland
iu k y.
by Feyler Iasi Spring.
schools will stage a festival with 700
....
Just
la5t year or two' the W1 '
Mr. Sennett said that his Associa in the cast to benefit the building.
The dedication of the Lions Sound lng butcher has helPed the housewife
tion would strive to develop thc Ma
with the small family by splitting
• • • *
System will be a special occasion and
chias into a popular salmon stream
i
turkeys
lengthwise—through breast
Workmen are engagea in tne task very properly, the first public utter- ,
and that many business concerns and
of installing the four bowling alleys, ance over the system will be the fa- j Done and back bone. These halves '
prominent persons had offered to
weigh 5 to 7 lb. and are roasted with {
cooperate. He stated that an attempt the work to be finished in possibly 1 raous "Liens roar."
the cut side down and the dressing
three weeks. These were the four
• - . .
would be made to rid the river of .
Present
indications
point
to
the
underneath. They are a grand buy
pollution end that the only major
of the seven former* °Perated
at Recreation
Recreation Alleys
Alleys at
at The
The Brock.
Brock, actual full operation of The Build- (Jince they give an attractive platter.
aL
’............
’
‘
'
The installing engineer says, sea- ing. bowling alleys, pool, games, read- Plent>' of m£at for 4 to 5 people at
ville six miles up the stream.
soned and settled as these alleys are. in’ rooms, gym and all departments ,a moderate cost.
. they actually have an advantage over in reasonably complete form by thc
Plan t0 make >'our turkey selection
new alleys. Ventilating, heating and first of the year. This will meat: at !east a week ahead with instruc____
i lighting systems are already installed memberships, a director offering t;ons to deliver the 24th. This foreA r 11
f
Itamc as a part of the building. The con- 1 careful supervision ar.d a place for , thought gives you wider selection
A Collection Ot News Items crete
lias had *
which to Rockland,g youth t0 g0 that u whole. makes it easier for the dealer to fill
Interesting Wide Variety settle. An exceptionally good feature s?me >'et interesting. Many angles your order properly and gives you
of Readers
', °* 1116 Community Budding alleys is remain to be ironed out but the | time to dress it the day before Make
_____
' the large spectator area, something J Public has been splendidly- co-opera- j,bc dressing, stuff the bird and truss
it the day ahead so that it may be
One group of English schoolboys seldom available for bowling toiff-na- ,ivc- and patient,
popped into the oven at an early hour
were given an extra pint of miik a ments. Toilet facilities are also part
« . « •
of the alley section.
Thc bowling alleys will be opened cn the big day.
day in addition to tlieir regular diet.
When the bird is done, place it
....
up at a very special party. It is
These boy3 gained on the average
George Hamlin, roofer, is on the h°pcd to have many teams, men and on your very largest platter, with only
6 98 pounds and 2.73 Inches in a year. job seeking one or two leaks in the ' w°men. boys and girls operating in a little garnish (remember thc carver*
and celery frills on the ends cf the
Another group cf boys ia the same roof which the heavy rains have dis- several leagues,
« • • .
leg bones. Ar.d have the carving
sehool received the regular institu covered.
• • • •
rpne tood fair committee is meeting j knife and fork sharp so that instead
tional diet. Th>y gained only 3.85
The young people of the churches ,wlth amazing success in lining up ' of tearing of tender flesh, it will be
pounds nnd 1.85 inches.
are having a session in the tower the bi8 show ot Peb. 21-26. Every sliced in thin whole slices
Sales of milk and employment and room Saturday 4 to 6 o’clock.
! booth will be an ‘action" spot, i.e.. | May we suggest for your dinner
• • • •
some sort of demonstration and menu:
payrolls of milk companies ior Sep
The Garden Club's fall show was ' sampling, with foods most prominent
Thanksgiving Mena
tember til shewed irereases over
a
/most
happpy
event
utilizing
the
A
perfectly
startling
array
of
i Clear Consomme Served with Popcorn
free
September 1928. according to reports
j Roast Clovcrbloom Turkey—Sa..age
tower room and the west room, both samples will be offered,
Stuffing
from 13G leading markets to the Miik
Olblet Gravy
being beautifully decorated.
....
Industry Foundation.
' Cranberry Stars
Celery Curls
• • • .
"The place is packed with people, Mashed Sweet Potatoes Baked
Onions
Daily average sales for September
Apple. Celery and Grape Sa:ad
The High School young folk take and suddenly it is empty," says Rev.
Individual Mince Pics
totaled 6 672.322 quarts compared < possession of the tower room Sat- ' J. Charles MacDonald, in commenting
Coffee
with 6.332 912 quarts hi September urday njght for another ln the cn the ease with which the audi.
Least Turkey, Sausage Staffing
1936. an increase of a 36 per cent for charming series of private dancing : torium empties itself.
12 to 14 lb turkey. 3 quarts 1 Inch
September 1937.
\ ________________________________ _________________________________
bread cubcc, toasted. 2 tablespoons
Payrolls of milk distributing com
salt. 2 tablespoons chopped parsley,
panies increased 13.5 per cent and I
1 teaspoon pepper, 1 ?up chopped cel
employment lr.oreased 5.26 per cent.
ery,
1-4 cup chopped onion. 1 lb.
over the same period the prior year i Morse High Will Play Me
You Will See Some Knocked Star Pure Pork Sausage links or bulk,
Innumerable tests show thc motor
Off At the Potato Bowl hot water to moisten.
gunticook Lads First Time
ized milk wagon less efBcient on the
Ask ycur dealer to draw the bird,
short hauls than the horse-drawn
In 17 Years
Tomorrow Night
remove
the feet, leg tendons and cut
vehicles—because th? horse knows
New York's colored heavyweight off the neck, leaving the neck skin
Camden returns to the Morse high
where every customer on a milk route
intact. Save the liver gizzard and
lives, needs no starling cr s,cpping basketball schedule this season after sensation, Dan Roberts, makes his
heart fcr gravy.
along the way. Seme horses even,
Singe the turkey, remove any re
recognize rsd and greer. lights.
K11 absence of 17 years. One game, to reappearance at the Potato Bowl
. If the price of milk had increased' be played in this city, falls on Tues-1 Friday night, and will meet a man maining pin feathers with tweezers
and scrub the bird thoroughly inside
during thhe past few year: as have:
evening. Jan. 4. and will be the who asked for it—Ernie Brown of
and out with warm water ln which a
prices of cabbage, potatoes, bacon
first tilt for the Blue and White fol- Bangor. This will be thc climax of little baking soda is mixed. Dry
and many another product, the
1 an all-star fight card, and the big with soft cloth.
average price of today's quart of top lowing the Christmas holidays.
Salt the low! inside stuff both body
Morse athletic officials were pleased boys have indicated their intention
grade milk would be 24 cents.
and neck cavity, with dressing and
Of the total milk produced in New , to book the Camdenites inasmuch as of making it a he-man fight in every
truss. With cord anu needle, clcso
England, more than 65- is used to! thc coast quintet promises to be one sense of the word.
the body cavity and tie the lege to
supply the fluid and cream require- j of the strongest schoolboy fives East
From the town of Winslow where the tail piece, close to the body. Pull
ments of city consumers. About 15 > I
of Portland. A year ago lt will be they raise star athletes of all kinds, the neck skin to the back of the tur
is used on farms, and the balance is
is ccmlng Walter Woods, to see what key and skewer in place. Turn tips
used for ice cream, cream cheese, recalled they made the Western
he
can do about taming Slasher of wmg: back under body. Place the
milk chocolate, butter, evaporated Maine tourney grade and rendered a
Porter, who is described on the fight bird on the rack of the roaster and
good
account
of
themselves
by
hold

and condensed milk aud other manu
ing Deering, ultimate winners to a bills as "rough, tougjj and ugly." cover the breast with layers of tur
factured dairy products.
28-17 count. Several members of that1 66 tbat as **• may everybody knows key fat, or melt seme lard, dip a soft
cloth into it and spread the cloth
Pat was on his way home after a team are back in Camden togs this tbis kid can fi8ht- and the youngster from Kennebec County can waste over the breast meat. Place similar
season.
convivial evening. As he was flound
wrappings on leg bones. Place in a
The Morse hoop squad now num no time parting his hair.
ering along, he suddenly fell flat,
Walter Reynolds, called “The 300 deg. F oven and roast 22 to 25
bers
55,
one
of
the
largest
in
years,
pulled himself to his feet to find the
there being 10 new candidates report Game Chicken," is matched with a minutes to the pound (weighed after
parish priest in front of him.
fast and clever Augusta lad, Kid stuffing). Keep uncovered through
"Pat Pat!" said the priest in re ing to coach John E. Madden at Mon
out roasting time. Baste with hot
day's workout, the third formal prac- Beveridge by name.
proach. “Sinners stand on slippery
The second preliminary will bring water occasionally in which Iard or
tice
session
of
the
year.
But
12
of
ground."
the 55 are seniors while the sopho together Tornado Art Hall of Owl's turkey fat is melted. When breast
“So Oi see, yer riverence,” said
mores
lead the list of aspirants with Head, who is termed “a fighting fool." meat and thighs are tender the tur
Pat, "but faith, it's more than oi
22 members. The frosh have 13 and and Tough Terry OBrien a Water key is dene.
can do.’’—Montreal Star.
ville slugger.
Older birds should have a cup of
the Juniors eight.—Bath Times.
Officials: Bud Fisher, Referee, water added after the first 40 minutes
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Notice ls hereby given that the Board
I eon Halstead timer and Ken Moran and the pan should be closely cov
OYSTER ODDITIES
of Registration will be in session at their
announcer.
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of j
ered.
revising and correcting the voting lists'
For Sausage stuffing:
Tlie life history of the oyster is one
of the City. The sessions will be held
Nov 24. 2j, 27. 23 30, and LX?c. 2, 2, I Qf Watiirp’c rnmancp';
Cut bread in tiny cubes and toast
3 and 6 from 9 a m., to 1 p m.. and from ,01 Natures romances. A single fe3 p. m. to 5 p. m and from 7 p. m to msle may spawn as many as 60,000.000
very lightly. Cut sausage into tiny
9 p. m. Standard Time. As the last three
_________ ..
, .
pieces and fry until crisply brown
days of said session arc for the purpose eggs in a season, the average being
of verifying said lists and to complete i about 16,000,000.
After these are
with cnlon. Add salt, pepper, celery,
and close up the records of thc session,
no names wlll te added to or stricken Discharged they float, but only one
and parsley and blend with the bread.
from said lists on said days. The Board j
__ '
Be sure to include all the fat. If
wlll also be ln session all day election iou^
thousands of them comes into
day.
contact with the milt from male oys
desired an additional 1-4 cup melted
No applications for "Absent Voting or
butter may be added. Add enough
Physical Incapacity Ballots." will be ap ters, and only a very few of the fer-1
proved after flve o’clock ln the after tllized eggs develop into oysters. If i
boiling water to very slightly moisten
noon of the last das’ of said session.
By order of the Board of Registration. it were not so, the bay would soon be
the d/essing (about 1 to 1'4 cups).
JOHN E DOHERTY, chairman I
Use for stuffing turkey.
138-139 a 'wlld ma$s of bivalves,

The Value Of Milk

Takes Camden On

Chips On Shoulders

The time honored turkey, roasted to a golden brown, and,
oh, so tender and flavorsome when it is one of our selected
birds. Heavy with meat on the breast and joints . .. the best
that can be bought at any price. To be assured of obtaining an
extra fine bird we urge you to select yours now. You can
leave it in our modern coolers until needed.
OUR BIRDS WILL BE READY FOR INSPECTION SAT.

What will you have? Heinz Plum Pudding or Mince Pie,
made frrm wonderful Heinz Mincemeat

We shall have a large selection of the most delicious birds
you have ever eaten.

CHICKEN—DUCKS—GEESE—FOWL

DATE. PLl’M, FIG

2 lge tins 65c

HEINZ PUDDINGS,

The pick of the flock—see our display

2 lb tin 33c

HEINZ MINCEMEAT,

SELECTED LITTLE PIG

HEINZ SPAGHETTI, three 13% oz tins 23c
HEINZ TOMATO JUICE,

PORK

lge 46 oz tin 29c

HEINZ KETCHUP,

TO
ROAST

LB.

23’

lge hot 19c

HEINZ—LARGE JAR

FRESH CUCUMBER PICKLES,

PERRY’S
MAIN STREET
MARKET

lge jar 21c

Everything you’ll need to serve the delicious dinner that you've planned, from
Appetizers to Mints! No question about quality at Perry's, either . . . every
item is selected according to our usual rigid standards! That means more
dependable food, satisfactory dishes . . . and greater economy in the cad!

PERRY’S
PARK STREET
MARKET

These little things will add much to the effectiveness you can
expect from your holiday staples.

Ml STC
WIO

lb 23c
LarSe Budded Walnuts,
lb 21c
Fancy Mixed Nuts,
Large Washed Brazil Nuts.....................................lb 25c

CRANBERRY SAUCE,

Fresh Roasted Peanuts..................................... 2 qts 19c

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT.................. 2 pkgs 23c

Freshly Salted Peanuts....................................... 2 lbs 33c

DROMEDARY PITTED DATES.......... 2 pkgs 23c

SHELLED

FANCY FIGS
pkg
PEANUT BRITTLE, lb pkg
MARShMALLOWS
Ib pkg
MARMALADE
2 lb jar
JELL-O, all flavors ..... pkg
Beil's Pcul'.ry Seasoning pkg
FRUIT CAKES ..... 15c, 25c,

PECAN MEATS............................................... basket 25c
DROMEDARY—PKG. SHREDDED COCOANUT TREE

GINGER BREAD MIX.....................................pkg 23c
PITTED DATES....................... two 7% oz pkgs 19c

THIS THANKS
GIVING SERVE

ORANGES,

Ot FAN SPRAY OR DROMEDARY

CORN ON THE COB

LARGE AND
Jl ICY

doz 29c

FANCY
CAPE COD

CRANBERRIES

2 qts 23c

CRISP CELERY,

bch 10c

lOr
l»c
17c
25?
5c
9c
5»c

2 cans 23c

SODA CRACKERS

2 Ib box 19c

Conf, or Brown
SUGAR .......... two 1 lb pkgs 15c

SEEDLESS RAISINS 3 pkgs
SEEDED RAISINS
2 pkgs
CURRANTS ................. pkg
CORN
2 tins

A DELICIOUS EARS
PACKED IN VACUUM TIN

25c
19c
14c
19c

19/

BUTTER, COUNTRY
lb
ROIL
SWIFTS
COMPOUND LARD, JEWEL 4 lb pail
SWIFTS
PURE LARD, SILVER
4 lb pail
LEAF
EVERY ONE
EGGS, GUARANTEED
doz

39c
55c
65c
29c

Fcods Known World Over for Thanksgiving Table

SPECIAL WEEKEND SALE
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE .................... .

CHUCK ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 15c

lb 29c

3ISQU1CK—For Hot Biscuits....................... pkg 29c

FRIENDS MINCE MEAT.................................tin 27c

NEWLY CORNED
FANCY BRISKET
LEAN THICK RIB

LB.

19/

CABBAGE FREE

Eakcr's Chocolate ...... cake 15e SPRY ........................3 lb tin 55n
Green Giant Pea: .... 2 tins 35c Calumet Baking Powder tin 15?
Eakcr's Cocoa ....... '» lb tin 9e Three Crow Extracts, 2 oz bot 21c

Your Choice at 25c a Pound
lb19cROUND STEAK .......... lb 25c
lb 19e CUBED STEAK ........... lb 25?
Ib19cRUMP STEAK ............. Ib 25r
lb19cHAMBURG STEAK
lb 25c
Ib19cBONELESS POT ROAST Ib 25?
lb 19c BONELESS RIB ROAST Ib 25c

Your Choice at 19c a Pound

STEWING BEEF
HAMBURG STEAK
STEWING LAMB
STEWING VEAL
EEEF LIVER
FRESII PIG'S LIVER

PRUDENCE HOME FOODS
Each is made to an Old New
England family recipe the
way you would make it
yourself-if you could! They

are truly delicious!

They

are economical! And they

are ready to heat and eat!

Corned Beef Hash .... tin 19c
Macaroni .................. 2 tins 25c
Beef Loaf........................ tin 21c
Lamb Stew..................... tin 21c
Beef Stew.......................... tin 21c

SAUSAGE PATTIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 25c
GOLDEN
BOILED HAM

Macaroni-Cheese Loaf,

FRANKFORTS
PRESSED HAM
CHICKEN LOAF

49c
Your Choice a*. 55: a Pound
19c BONELESS SIRLOIN ... lb 35c
19r RUMP STEAK
lb 35c
18c TOP ROUND ............
lb 35:
22c PORK STEAK
lb 35c
25c VEAL LIVER
lb 35:

BUNCH CARROTS.. .. .. .. .. ib 5c
ED, DEAN’S SOUR KROUT, 3 lbs 25c
GRANDMOTHER’S MINCE MEAT,

2 lbs 25c

OYSTERS—for your dressing .................... pint 29c
SMOKED FILLETS •............................................... lb 17c

FRESHLY CORNED HAKE ............................ lb 12c

G1NGERALE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4

25c

LAYER FIGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c

BULK CITRON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. lb 29c
CANDIES—FOR THE THANKSGIVING FEAST

RIBBON CANDY.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 29c
PEPPERMINT PATTIES .... lb box 19c
CHOCOLATES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 lb box 91c
TESTED QUALITY—PERRY’S SUPREME

DOUGHNUTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 doz 29c

JUST A FEW THINGS YOU WILL NEED—Honey, Frozen Strawberries or Raspberries, Figs, Dates, To
matoes, Lettuce, Cauliflower, Cucumbers, String Beano, Brussel Sprouts, Squash, Turnip, Pears, Delicious
Apples, Honey Dew Melons, Grapes, White Onions, Pumpkins, All Kinds cf Cheese, Chestnuts, Mush
rooms, Sweet Potatoes, Sweet Peppers, McIntosh Apples.
AMPLE

FREE PARKING
PARK ST. MARKET

PERRY’S MARKETS

PHONE 1234
FOR PARK STREET
DELIVERY SERVICE

Every-Other-Day
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Down In “St. Pete”

Annual Clearance Sale

CfW
DISCOUNT ON ALL
O V P OUR 1937 PATTERNS

1957 NOVEMBERS
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The Man With the Facile Pen

[DOING/

’//FURNITURE C0.|

THE

Joins Winter Colony In

Florida City

St. Petersburg, Pla., Nov. 14.
' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
There is an old story about a bey
| who. at 18 years of age, was privately
ashamed at the apparent i3norance
' of his father; and later, when the
| boy had passed his 2Sth birthday,
privately remarked to a chum that it
, was astonishing hew much the old
[ man had learned in the last seven
i years.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1061
This story is not hard to under138-139
! stand. We all live and learn and
! after a while some of lis are willing
| to concede that other people may
IT MEANS a lot to you to Know the furniture you buy is built for
know something also, although hithJl/1/ FU^IUIBE COMPAMY
REAL wear. That's the advantage in buying frem EURPEE FUR
! erto we haven't considered such
r36IMAI\ST^^A/^
_____
i knowledge of much importance.
NITURE CO.—our fine furniture is dependable fcr long service!
Indictments charging Mrs. Alice ' That was how I felt when I saw
McHale of Boothbay, former Demo- Florida for the first time.
cratlc political leader, with being ac ! Time was when I thought that the
people who made so much fuss about ing, Maine residents are rolling in
cessory before and after the fact to
Florida were people who had never here this season at the rate of about
larceny and with Receiving stolen been anywhere else. Now having seen a dozen every day. As early as the
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY" goods, and others against Allen Gar something of the place, I am willing middle of October the Maine Club had
wood of Boothbay charging him with to admit that it’s got something.
an attendance of 65 at its flrst meet
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
ing of the season, and Dr. H. M. Rob
being accessory after the fact of lar
THl’RS.-FRI.. NOV. 18-19
bins, its president, (who used to prac- j
ceny and receiving stolen goods, were
Matinee at 2.30
nol-prossed by County Attorney ]
tice dentistry in thc Willoughby block j
Single evening show at eight
on Main street in Rockland) told me
Weston M. Hilton ln Lincoln County
SHIRLEY TEMPLE,
that by Jan. 1 the club membership
JEAN HERSHOLT Superior Court yesterday after Jus
would probably exceed 500.
tice
Edward
P.
Murray
had
refused
in
Under the circumstances I'll let the j
Hilton's request for a continuance, i
“HEIDI”
local Chamber of Commerce do all ]
Hilton sought a continuance as he
the describing necessary and scatter,
was unable at this time to present '
SATURDAY, NOV. 20
orange blossoms where it will. I came
Matinees 2.30
some of his evidence.
Evening at Eight
down here to keep warm, play a little j1
I Edward W. Bridgham of Bath,
What they do in St. Pete
HELEN MACK, JOE E. BROWN
golf and wait for spring when I can),
| counsel for Mrs. McHale and Gar
in
get back to Bayside again, and it's
wood, strenuously opposed a conIt isn't the climate, nor the citrus the thjngs that are not advertised that
! tinuance and asked for an immedi
“Fit For a King”
fruit nor the palm trees in particular. interest me.
ij
ate trial. The nol pros followed the
Neither is it the warm sunlight of
KILI.ARNF.Y LACE
SUN.-MON., NOV. 21-23
If I can flnd a couple of grapefruit, ’
TUSCANY LACE
! denial of Hilton's request.
Matinees Both Days 2.30
November on wide streets and white that know hew to play bridge, and a ,
.29
10x15,
Hollis
Spear
of
Boothbay.
charged
54x54
Cloth,
$3.98
Single evening shows at eight
■ sandy beaches. I've seen all these few people among the tourist here j
1.00
15x45.
with
breaking,
entering
and
larceny,
72x72
Cloth,
5.93
BRIAN AHERNE
things before in other places. It is, who are not over 90 years old. to run U
1.25
was sentenced to one to two years
72x90 Cloth,
5.00. 7.50 15x55,
OLIVIA DE HAVILAND
i I think, the fact that thc residents around with, I think I might like this j,
1.59
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
in State Prison.
90x108 Cloth,
6.95 15x70,
here take fullest advantages of these
3.95
G. H. Are.
59x50,
in
’ place.
Sherman Lewis of Bath, charged
12x18 Place Mat.
.39
natural attributes to the enjoyment oi
with the larceny of an automobile,
18x36 Runner,
.75
“The Great Garrick”
life and make the most of them.
DOUBLE DAMASK LINENS
was
also
given
one
to
two
years
in
18x45
Runner,
1.00
(with
Many things are new to me and I
prison.
66x84
Cloth,
$4.98
18x54
(Runner.
1.25
MELVIN COOPER
find them interesting. The endless
66x102 Cloth,
4.98
LIONEL ATWILL
stretches of straight highway, the
LUIS ALBERXI
66x102 Cloth,
5.98
A. B. Crocker
COLORED LINENS
hanging
grapefruit
on
the
trees
in
Also, Pre-release Technicolor
66x66 Cloth and 6 Napkins
the yard, the drifting sand blown
.59
42x42 Cloth,
Featurette
Set.
6.50
Continuing
excerps
from
"Two
across
the
suburban
sidewalks,
the
.79 66x84 Cloth and 8 Napkins
(Part of Address of Senator Roy
54x54 Cloth,
“The Man Without
Set,
7.50
|L. Fernald before the Unity Com warm, pelting rains which come up Years Behind the Mast” Irom the
1.00
52x68 Cloth.
A Country”
1.50 to 6.95 66x84 Cloth and 8 Napkins
munity Club, unity Town Hall, Tues- so suddenly, and especially the little log of Barque Mountain Eagle. J. C.
Colored Sets,
Set,
9-50
with
wood burning stoves hardly larger
| day night).
Fountain, mate, under date of Sept,
66x101 Cloth and 12 (Napkins
JOHN (Patrick Henry) Litel
One of the important problems of than the stovepipe which projects
BLOCK PRINT COLORED
i 7, T857 may be read: Strong breeze,
Set,
12.00
the 1938 campaign In Maine will be from them with which these apart
LINENS
TUESDAY, NOV. 23
1
with
heavy
rain
squalls.
The
strap
i the insistent demand of our people ments are mostly fitted. Each item
No Matinee
$1.75
GRASS LINEN APPLIQUE
53x53 Cloth,
Single evening show at eight
for simple honesty and frugality in of the list is so reminiscent of other on foretcpsail runner black parted
.49
15x36
Runner,
12x18 Mat.
-35
Double Feature
| the use of the taxpayers' money, and places I have seen that thc whole and let the yard down cn the run.
.25 17x46 Runner,
11x17 Mat,
l oo
WTIEELER AND WOOLSEY
above all, a demand for constructive gives the effect of an assembled coun Called all hands and rove off hal
.21 36x36 Clothwith Napkins, 1.49
12x12 Napkins.
In
statesmanship in drawing together try, like an assembled car, made up liards and double reefed fore and
.29 45x45 Cloth,
13x20 Towels, .
2.50
of
iparts
manufactured
in
different
maintopsails.
"Wind
moderated
later;
rather than in dividing our people.
“On Again Off Again”
.39 54x54 Cloth,
16x30
Toweis,
and widely separated factories, set whole topsails and topgallantsaib.
2.98
There
are
many
definitions
of
the
ALso
Gther sizes also
In the book, "By Way of Cape
liberal in politics. A wrong defini- i brought here and put together and
“Counsel For Crime”
1i *■
- which the so-called run for business and pleasure
SINGLE DAMASK LINENS
Horn" by Villiers, a person like my
tion -is one under
SPECIAL
with
It isn't only the physical features self who never sailed the seven, or
60x80 Cloth and 8 Napkins, $3.25
political leader is too liberal with the
OTTO KRUGER
of
this
winter
haven
that
strikes
me
any
other,
seas,
in
a
square
rigger,
Heavy
Crash
Kitchen Towels, .19
55x55 Cloth and 6 Napkins. 1.98
taxpayers' money in exchange for
as
being
assembled.
Its
residents
are
can
see
by
actual
phetos
taken
on
the
16
in.
Russia
Crash,
.19
53x53
Cloth,
1.25
votes
and
political
power.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 24
No Matinee
55x67 Cloth,
P.50
The Republican party in Maine assembled, too. My landlady came voyage just how a ship looks in calm
Evening Seven and Nine
must offer to the people something from Augusta. Me. The real estate and storm. Some of the photos were
BANK NIGHT
more than candidates with pleasing agent who rented her apartment taken |by a young man In the crew
Double Feature
personalities. They must offer to our came frem a little tcwn ln New Hamp- who was killed in the ship during this
MARY CARLISLE, LEW AYRES
people a platform of affirmative shire 17 years ago. The barber who' voyage by the fore upper topgallantin
SALE OF SILVER PLATED FLATWARE
value, which when translated into cut my hair the day I arrived in I say yarj failing on him. He was on
“Hold ’Em Navy”
common sense on the stump, will con town came frem Orrington. Me., and ( fhe lower topgallant yard and the
Guaranteed Silverware. hand* wne Argyle pattern lie each
vince the average citizen that it' used to play in the Penobscot Marin? halliards parted and let the upper
and
Knives . . . Spoons . . . Forks ... etc.
means more good than harm to his Band in that town when I was try- yard come down on the run. There
BUCK JONES
were
no
bones
broken
but
he
was
general
welfare.
The
people
will
also
10
blow
a
cornet
in
the
Hampden
in
demand performance and action in ! band Just across the rlver' 1 t00k my dead when found.
“Hollywood Round-Up”
'38.
1 car over to be washed at the filling
The pictures are of a ship with
01
The Republican party of 1938 station on the street corner and its lofty spars and carried sails accord
must face the Issues of economy in temporary owner tcld ir.c he lived in ingly. The pictures show from aloft
Laurie Taylor will preach Sunday
government and no new taxes square Binghamton, N. Y.. and was down and on deck and arc fine. On voyage
morning at First Baptist Church.
ly and Honestly. It must appeal to here for the winter and running the from Liverpool to Cardenas, Cuba:
the intelligence of our people • and filling station just to keep himself Nov. 16—Made the land and island of
Oliver R. Hamlin authorizes this bring forth a program of practical amused. The wife of the man from Gracicsa, one of the Western Islands,
Boneless Loin Beef Roasts............................... Ib 30c
paper to announce that he is now liberalism. The average voter is tired whom I rented my garage in the alley bearing South by compass, distance
This is good beef.
in no way connected with the local of the “smear" and “tear down" cam back of the house saw my Maine estimated 20 miles.
Little Pig Pork Roasts .......................................... lb 25c
boxing exhibitions. He is paying strict paigns of the past. The campaigns license and told me her real home
Nov. 22—Blowing fresh winds car
attention to tire insurance game.
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage......................... lb 30c
of 1938. I hope Will be campaigns of was in Connecticut, and the lady in ried away foretopmast studding sail
the
next
apartment
to
ours
came
from
bcom.
Lee
maintopgallant
sheet
fair debate on the fundamental
Swift’s Premium Shoulders ............................... lb 25c
Friday afternoon, between the issues of the day, conscientiously ex Minnesota. These people, with but parted, took it in and furled it. I
hours of 2 and 3. the local plant of pressed and honestly argued before one exception, now live here the year Spliced main topgallant sheets and
Waldo Ccunty Potatoes ............................ bushel 65c
the Pro-Joy plant wlll be closed out the citizens of Maine. Truth must j around. That is assembly enough set it. Nov. 24—Strong trade winds. 1
FREE—1 pkg. Presto Cake Flour, with 2 pkgs
of respect to the late J. M. Hammond, and will ultimately conquer. Yet, for \ t0 'Prove the point without going Barque making 7-8-9 knots an hour
for the 24 hours. Nov. 25—Saw some j
29c
H. O. Quick Oats; a 45c value.......... all for
founder of the Simmons & Hammond truth to conquer in a democracy, the : further.
concern. Mr. Hammond died in Cali flame of education must never be ' Another thing that is interesting flying fish. Other entries give the
White House Coffee..................... ......................... lb
28c
' and different, is the abandoned real various winds and progress of the
fornia, and the funeral services will permitted to die.
Chase & Sanborn’s Break O’ Morn Coffee Ib 20c
____________ J estate developments. Acres of flat barque. Dec. 13—Hauled to by the
be held in Portland.
MARRIED
country in subuiban sections through Wjn(j j» being too thick to run. Made
25c
Diamond Budded Walnuts.................................. lb
land, northern part of Abaco IsThe e are thc best, every cne perfect.
Educational Club will meet Priday HANRAHAN-HIOGINS — At Rockiand. I which run wide brick paved and ma-;
JNaOme,HA byHa^rVBh^
TacT Cadam StreeU and b0UleVardS' Row land. No observation this day.
at the Camden street home of Mrs.
Jell-0—3 pkgs 17c, 1 pkg Choc. Pudding lc,
Dec. 14—Passed Abaco Lighthouse.
Higgins, toth of Rockiand.
of palm trees border these well
Edward R. Benner. Questions to be
all for 18c
planned avenues and there is water, Dec. 15—Passed Great Isaac Key.
discussed are: “What were the people
DIED
New
Bunch
Carrots
...............................
2
bunches
13c
sewers and light ccndults and more Dec. 21—Took pilot. Came to anchor
called in Revolutionary times, who
ROBBINS
—
Rockport.
Nov. ag^’yeail' often than not impressive entrances
Wife
cf
WalterRobbins,
in
the
Port
of
Cardenas.
Cuba.
Cap

supported the British government?—
Michigan Pea Beans......................................... quart 12c
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock from of masonry anti iren grill work. O;- tain went on shore. This day ends
The people who opposed the British
Russel funeral parlors ln Rockport !
„
..
.
Diamond W or Peerless Flour ......................... bag 1.00
government?" Why did Washington STARRETT—At Thomaston. Nov. 18. ' casionally there is a house but not with 36 hours.
Mrs. Nettie A. Starrett. aged 72 years, often. The house lots have grpwn
Florida Oranges, medium size......................... doz 25c
wish to force the British to evacuate
15 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
Come in and examine our gorgeous
Boston?”
from residence of Charles M Starrett, up to weeds and bushes, taxes haven t
New Prunes—Large.................................... 2 lb pkg 25c
Knox street. Burial ln Cushing.
been paid for years and in many in unusual sample line of genuine Steel
18c
Medium .... 2 Ib pkg
stances it is not known who owns Engraved Greeting Cards with the
A sDlendid safety record was made
IN MEMORIAM
New Pitted Dates............................................... 2 lbs
25c
In memory cf Leonard G. Jackson itho thorn. In one section I saw a pneu Personalized Appeal. Our big new
ir this week's fire drills conducted
died Nov. 19. 1931.
in the city schools by Chief Russell. Beneath the lofty arch of Eastern skies, matic tired mowing-machine mow Christmas Card book is open for your
New Regular Dates ............................................... lb
10c
ing the grass which had grown up inspection. You’ll be amazed at the
A cold dark grave ls made:
Teachers and pupils showed keen in
15c
Baxter’s Horticultural Shell Beans .......... can
Below the matted turf my dear ones lie, between the bricks in the paving of apparently costly cards at prices so
terest and efficiency in completing
And there my heart ls laid.
low.—adv. The Courier-Gazette.
3 cans 40c
the street.
the drills, satisfactorily in every in- Yet to my soul the sky Is ever fair—
These
are
developments
which
1 stance. Purchase Street School was
The breezes soft In tune,
Supeiba Canned Tomatoes, can 15c; 6 cans 75c
to think there reigns forever there haven't developed. Conceived in the
! cleared in 58 seconds. 260 pupils. The I love
They do not can tomaljcs better than these.
Perpetual afternoon.
Florida boom years and probably now
Hls Wife.
70 In the Grace Street School were out
Fould’s Macaroni .......................................... 3 pkgs 25c
excellent investments at reduced
in 30 second; which was the same
Native Cranberries .......................................... quart 10c
prices for some snow dodger who
) speed for Crescent Street and Cam
wants to build a home. To the casual
den Street Schools with 52 ard 35
visitor however it's just a reminder
pupils respectively. Warren street’s
TURKEYS—We have bought a large lot of Fancy
of another dream that—thus far at
250 pupils were out in one minute flat
Fresh Killed Northern Turkeys. We think there
least—has not come true.
and the 485 in McLain School cleared
never
was a better lot in this market. Please order
It isn't the purpose of this brief
in one minute, 30 seconds. It took a
early.
letter
to
describe
Florida
after
a
minute and 35 seconds to get the last
AMBULANCE SERVICE
MORTICIANS
month's sojourn here. Too many
of the 800 pupils out of the High
Maine people knew it better than
Ambulance Service
School building. There was no haste
that.
There were over 15C0 Maine
or excitement in the drills. Teachers
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
people who spent last winter in this
escort pupils who are incapacitated
TEL. 662
381-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAN’Dl city of St. Petersburg atone, and ac
in anyway. Preparatory drills are
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
743 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 17
cording
to
the
local
papers,
which
119-tf
I
held for the youngsters of Highland
98tf
print
a
list
of
arrivals
every
mornand Benner Hill schools.

SALE STARTS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15

VP

C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting «e»son In sev
eral counties Including Knox, Lincoln.
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building
Nov. 18 (2 to 8 30)—Womans Educa
tional Club meets at Miss Lenore Ben
ner's.
Nov. 18—Union—Grade School fair at
gymnasium.
. _
Nov. 18—Knox County Fish and Game
Association holds membership meeting
In Thomaston.
Nov 20— Eighth annual Vinalhaven
banquet and dance at Twentieth Cen
tury Club. Boston.
Nov 22—Annual meeting oi Chamber
oi Cctr.nierce at Temple Hall
Nov 24—Rockport--Grammar School
Minstrel Show at Town hall.
Nov 25—Thanksgiving.
Nov 28—Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building.
Dec. 1—Second annual feast of Camden
Outing Club at Masonic Temple. Cam
den.
Dec 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Ooodwlll Grange
Dec 2—Edwin Libby Relief Corpa fair
at Grand Army hall.
Dec 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry.
Dec 6—Rockland elty election
Dec 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. DU V , at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building.
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec 9-10—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert" at High School auditorium.
Dec 12—Legion's Charity Food Show
at Strand Theatre.
Dec 25—Christmas Day.
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building.
Dec 31—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland PT.A.

662 MAIN STREET

—
Stanley Gregory ls at hls Glen Cove
home after a year's residence In Bid
deford.
Vacationing from the telephone !
office this week are Miss Blanche
Pease and Miss Nettie Jordan.
Department Commander Oliver R.
Hamlin Will install the officers of the
Mechanic Palls VP.W. Post tonight. 1

The Knox County Council of the
American Legion meets at Tenant's
Harbor Friday night. All Legion
naires and other ex-service men are
welcome.
Edwin E. Poor of Boston, whose
arrest on a forgery charge was an
nounced in Tuesday’s issue, pleaded i
guilty to three charges.‘before Judge
Z. M. Dwinal Tuesday, and was held
for the February term of Superior
Court in the sum of $500.»

In Municipal Court Tuesday Stan
ley Simmons of South Waldoboro
pleaded guilty to drunken driving and
paid a fine of $100 and costs; James
Sears of Cushing also pleaded guilty
Carleton Ripley is in Boston this
to that charge but appealed from the
week on business.
fine, and furnished bail in the sum
of $200.
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
will have supper at 6 tonight, ang
Department Commander Oliver R.
then tackle the M.M.M. degree.
Hamlin of the Veterans of Foreign '
Wars will be tendered a banquet and
Clarence Haraden, Limerock sireet, reception at the Elks Home Saturday
has bought the fish business of the night. The ceremonies begin at 630
late Walter Davis, and will conduct with the banquet. This will be fol
it along the same efficient lines.
lowed immediately by a reception .
and dance.
Mrs. William C. Grant of 5 Pulton
Alphonso Carter of Warren was '
street, met with a painful accident.
before
Judge J. M. Dwinal Tuesday
Sunday when she slipped on a wet
charged
with having made murder
step, causing a compound fracture
ous threats against a Rockland man.
of jan ankle.
The evidence did not show that any
j
Optometrists of the Western Zone assault had taken place, neither
of the Maine Optomctric Association was there any evidence to show Carwill meet in Rockland at 391 Main i ter had a graveyard where he buried
street. Thursday evening. Nov. 18 at {his dead, and he was consequently
730 p. m. for their next meeting. placed on probation.

Dr. Norman E. Hill, chairman, Port
1
land, will preside.

Blue Bonnet Troop of Girl Scouts,
met Monday, plans being completed
j for demonstration day, which occurs
As this is the time of the annual
Nov. 22. Parents and all
Roll Call of the American Red Cross, I Monday,
who are interested, are invited. Arthe Office on Main street in Bick
I rangements were made for a cake
nell block will be open Priday from
! sale, to he held Saturday at the Sen1.30 to 3.30 for the convenience of
ter Crane Store. The girls who went
those who wish to enroll as mem
on the hike last Saturday reported
bers.
a “grand time.”

The Democratic mayoralty caucus
The annual charity food show con
will be held tonight at 8 o'clock in
ducted
by Winslow-Holbrook Post,
Armory hall. Spring street. An air of
uncertainty prevails.
Charles M. i A. L„ will be held Dec. 12, afternoon
Richardson is the only announced and evening at Strand Theatre.
candidate, but his followers are won Donald L. Kelsey will be in his usual
dering what “Papa" may have up his capacity as general chairman. All
sleeve, and if any machine gun nests persons desiring baskets should leave
their names at the Chamber of Com
have been planted.
merce office not later than Dec. 4.
By an odd coincident alarms of Tt will be a great aid to the Legion
fire yesterday were recorded at 9 25 if those who are able to call for their
a. on. and 9.25 p. m. The morning baskets so inform Miss Benner when
call was for a blaze In the second applying at The Chamber. Many of
story of the Walker grain plant, Park course are unable to call for their
street, which was extinguished wish baskets and these will be cheerfully
slight damage. The evening alarm delivered. It is quite a stunt to de
was for an automobile blaze on Grace liver 300 baskets in one afternoon.
street. The machine belonged to Mrs Any persons who can get their own
Una Quinn and was badly damaged. will help the committee just that
much.
Mrs. Clara Kelsey, chairman of the
Parent-Teacher Association campaign
E. K. Gould has removed his law
will probably know the total number office from 375 Main street to 400
of 1937-1938 memberships by Satur Main street (over Woolworth's).
day. The goal of 1000 members will
131-tf
be exceeded, everyone approached by
solicitors having been anxious to have
a part in furnishing the milk for thc
school children in need of it. Thc
•'Main Street” team is still on the
job, with Dow now quite a few ahead
AT
of Sherman. The total memberships
obtained by these two men with noses
for '‘news," ls announced by Mrs.
INC.
Kelsey today as 275.

Friday and Saturday
“SPECIAL”

BURPEE & LAMB

International ‘Sunshine Society
held its annual meeting and election
of officers Monday at the home of
Mrs. Minnie G. Miles. Following pic
nic supper, several members attend- 1
ed services at the Community Build- 1
ing. The newly-elected officers are:
Mrs. Minnie Miles, president; Mrs. ■
Leona Risteen, treasurer; Miss Annie
Hahn, secretary; Mrs. Aurelia J. Bray. I
Mrs. Etta Sanborn, vice presidents.
Mrs. Nettie Dunton who has been
acting as president and treasurer re- !
signed due to illness. The yearly re- ,
port will ‘be given next Monday at the
meeting to be held with the presi
dent, 31 lOcean street.
'
Our Bargain Rack again offers!
amazing values in dresses at $3.00
and $5.00. Also Bradley Knits at
reduced prices—this week only. AlIreda Perry, 7 Limerock street—adv.
137-138

AN UNUSUAL VALUE

“CARTER’S”
UNION SUITS
Medium Weight—Part Wool

$3.50 value
All Sizes

Regulars and Stouts

$2.35 each
$4.50 a pair
"Don't Delay”

BURPEE & LAMB,
INC.
Next door to Strand Theatre
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WALDO THEATRE

Court At Wiscasset

4s**

Thanksgiving

Linens

THE SAUNTERER

Issues To Be Faced

AT JAMESON’S

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Every-Other-Day
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New Bowling Talent

WARREN

j FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

D. D |

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

J
Edgar Ames of Thomaston
G. M. assisted by Ralph U. Clark of
Rockland. Edgar Llbby, Aaron Clark, |
‘SECOND HONEYMOON’
Faculty For Supplying
and Edgar Crawford all of Thomas
Team Titles
ton installed Monday as officers for
St George Lodge. F.A.M. at a private
Wills Allowed: Harriet A. Buker, Horace M. Noyes, late of North Ha- j
A couple of new bowling teams
Installation: Master, Albert E. Mac
late of Rockland, deceased, Prank H. ven, deceased, Alfred D. Sutherland
Phail; senior -warden. Josef Vinal;
Ingraham of Rockland, appointed of Pond du Lac. Wis., named admr.; lj stepped into the spotlight at the CasJunior warden, Albert W. White;
executor; Ralph H. Crockett, late of William T. Cobb, late of Rockland. cade Alleys Friday night when Earl
treasurer, Benjamin Starrett: secRockland, deceased, Mary E. Crockett deceased, Martha C. Wood of Rock- j (Bruiser) >Lawry's Fishwharf Scrapjretary. Chester B. Hall; senior dea
of Rcckland appointed executrix; land and Anna C. Wiswall of Welies- pers took over Bucky Warren's aggrecon. Curtis C. Starrett; junior deaCharles E. Ross, late of Owls Head, ley. Mass., named adir.xs, d.b.n.c.t.a. gation of Bobtailed Bearcats. As one
|con. Marshall White; senior steward,
deceased. Christina F. Ross of Owls
Petition for Appointment, of trus
, might imagine from the names cf the
Henry- W. Starrett; Junior steward,
Head appointed executrix; Elmer E. tee presented for notice: Estate Wal-j
Nash, late of Warren, deceased, Har- ter F. Bisbee, late of Camden ,de-1two teams It was a ding
dlng dong affair
Edwin Oammcn; chaplain, W H.
Robinson; marshal. Oeorge W. Walk
old S. Fossett of Union appointed deceased, Fred A. Swan of Camden, from start to finish and it was a won
der that the alley floor was not cov
er; tyler, Benjamin Watts.
exr ; William I. Barrows, late of named trustee.
Rockland, deceased Maude M. Bar- ( Petition for Confirmation of Trus- ered with gore and garbage.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge has named
"Gcnney Calder, Vaughn Johnson
rows of Rockland appointed exx.; tee presented for notice: Estate
as committees for the annual DecernWillard C. Howe, late of Camden, de- Cassandra A. Washburn, late of and Ed Smith came out cf the cold
ber fair: Mrs. Edna Moore Mrs.
ceased, Ella M. Overlock of Rockport Thomaston, deceased. The First Na- storage and the dunning loft respec
Annie Lehto, Mrs. Mildred White,
appointed admx. c.t.a.; Eugene B. tional Bank of Rockland named tively, to show some cf the younger
Mrs. Corinne Perkins, Miss Avis Ma
j generation what some of the old time
loney; fancy table. Mrs. Nancy Clark.
Sleeper, late of Rockland, deceased, i trustee.
| bowlers were like and they all showed
Carolyn M. Sleeper of Rockland ap• » • •
Miss Adelle Feyler, Mrs. Ilda Russell,
pointed exx.
Account, presented for notice: a clean cutting skinning knife that
Miss Christine Starrett. Miss Beu
Petitions for Administration grant- ^aright M. Virgin, late of Rockland, did a sw’ell Job on the Bearcats,
lah SUrrett; apron, Mrs. Shirley
cd: Estates J. Leroy McConchle, late de<*ased, final account presented by with one pelt to their credit thi
' Bowley. Mrs. Dorothy Smith, Mrs.
of Rockland, deceased. James Pease Qlad>s W. Bradley and Marlon W. fish skinning boys are going to tangle
J Bessie Beane. Mrs. Anna Starrett,
Tyrone Power and Loretta Young romance under the Miami moon in
of Rockland, admr.; Lucie F. Wins- Kenda11' admxs.; Sarah J. Watts, late I with the Bearcats again next Friday,
Gene Autry and Elba Arene in a musical scene from the new Republic
Mrs. Ruth Philbrook; candy, Miss M. their perfect picture together. Twentieth Century-Fox's “Second Honey
low, late of Rockland, deceased of R°ckland. deceased, first and final ( but Captain Bucky says it will be a
Picture, “Boots and Saddles.”—adv.
Grace Walker. Mrs. Pearl Pierce. Mrs. moon," for this time they mean it with all their hearts.—adv.
Charles T Smalley of Rockland. account presented by Alan L. Bird, j different proposition next time and he
Rena
Stevens,
Miss
Katheryn
admr ; Annie H. Hadlock, late of exr-; Kate
Overlock- late of War-! figures his Bearcats will just tear the
Peabody
Mrs.
Laura
Robinson;
grabs.
VINALHAVEN
EAST WALDOBORO
Tyrone Power and Loretta Young ■ When Tyrone and Loretta me&
Camden, deceased, Helen A. Bean of ren- deceased- first and final account ■ pants off those fishskinning ScrapMrs. Flora Peabody, Miss Hilda
Camden, admx.
(presented by Aleda M. Gordon, exx.: j pers. and they wll have to go horn"
Atlantic Roval Arch Chapter will
Miss Alice Benner of Winthrop. Aspey. Mrs. Alice Buck. Mrs. Carrie leamcd together in a romantic com-, under the Miami moon for an lmPetition for Distribution granted: Sarah F- Prescott, late of Rockland m a ban-el. Bill Muise carried off the meet tonight.
Mass . was guest Friday of Mrs. Nellie Smith. Mrs. Mildred Starrett;
mis- edy- Twentieth Century-Foxs -Sec- pulsive kiss their love is news once
Estate Prances E. Hurley, late of decease£f first and final account pre- ( honors for the evening even if he was
'
cellaneous
Mrs
Delora
Mank
Mrs ond Honeymoon," is big news to mere, but this time they mean it with
Mrs. Irving Fifield went Tuesday to i Reever.
. | Mildred Gammon. Mrs. Hazel Bow- «veryone. The reason is the smart, all thelr hearts. Love at first sight
Rockland, deceased, presented by s«nted by Reginald G Prescott, exr.; a loser, while Earl Lawry captured the Boston.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
Bowden
and
chil

P Helen Paladino. admx.
!Ada E- MUls, late of Camden, de- i highest single. Some of Captain
Miss Thelma Surrett
Mrs modern Kay and witty manner Ui:.t is rcmantic enough, but love at secAlex Christie entertained at a dren passed Sunday evening at Wil-1 ers.
, . . ,
ceased, first and final account pre- (Bficky's teammates claimed he had a
jgj, has made them the TOCfl exciting end sight . . M.M M ! “Second HoneyTrone;
supper
,
Mrs.
bur
Stratton's
in
North
Waldoboro
Chisie
sented by Bertha J. Greenlaw and bad attack of stage fright, which, to snicker Saturday r.ight. E. L. Olidsweethearts of the screen. All the moon” is their perfect picture toMrv Alfred IJttle of Rriatol wax a Teague. (MrsWaltz. Mrs. Ruby
Petition for Perpetual Care of
M
ifred Little of Bristol was a
Teague. Mrs. Avis world loves a lover- and a11 tl,e Morld Kether as their “Reno’d” honeymoon
Levi W. Leadbetter, exrs.
gether with his inability to get his den. Keith Carver and Alex Davidson
Burial Lot granted: Estate Helen B
Mrs. William Benner and Mrs. visitor Monday at Mrs. Sarah SidensInventories Filed: Estates of Alex- commands out without stuttering,
Maxey. Mrs. Grace Jameson, The has followed these two lovers as they in the merriest, “marry-est" romance
Oliver, late of Thomaston, deceased,
anderenna
(Winslow,
Rockland. caused so much confusion in their Frank Mullen were hostesses to the parker’s.
show new ways to romance.
' of the year.—adv.
date will be announced.
presented by Charles H. Woodcock
Stanton Hanna and George Mas
$1028 48; Ella M. Brann Washington. J minds they did not get fairly started Washington Club Wednesday at the
1
of Thomaston, admr.
Parts have been given out for the
home of the latter.
ters of Boston were weekend guests
$199.97; John L. Mink. Union J before they had to stop.
the
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ira
French.
The
next
meeting
will
be
Accounts Allowed: Prances E. Hur
December inter-play contest at the
Horace Sanders recently returned of his mother Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
$56.72; Julia L. Astle, St. George. To get around this difficulty’ CapFriday night at Vaughan Peaslee's.
ley, late of Rockland, deceased,-sec
High School. The parts assigned are: Eugley in Nobleboro.
Mrs. L. L. Mank. Mrs. C. C. Bowers
$625; Helen M Williams, Rockland. ; tain Bucky says he will have his from a busines strip to Augusta.
Miss Oertrude Mank was weekend
Mrs. Marion Brown made a call
ond and final account presented by
Freshman play. “The Ring and the
$1251.67.
coaching commands put on a phono
George Bragdon, the new superin and children. Phyllis and Ronald Look" Bowdoin Miller, Eugene Co- guest of her sister Mrs. Philip Seekins Sunday on Mrs. Christena French
P. Helen Paladino, admx.; Irving E.
graph record and at the critical point tendent of schools, began his duties visited last Thursday with Mr. and
ir. Thomaston.
j who is in ill health.
Murch, late of Rockport, deceased,
gan. Madeleine Haskell. Elizabeth
I will have them played in a clear here Monday. Coming from North Mrs. Ernest Robinson, Portland.
Mrs
Mae
Hahn
of
Waldoboro
visGeorge Turner cf Beverly, Mass.,
first a nW final account presented byOxton, Marie Marr. Katheryn Maxey,
j crisp and concise manner. Anything ) Haven where he has been principal
Miss Dorothy Muir gave an inter Virginia Moody. Jeannette Overlock; ited M. and Mrs. Newell Eugley i Is ln town for a few days,
Lola M. Culver, exx.; Frederick A.
to win is his motto.
j of the High School, he brings a flne esting talk on the “Seacoast Mission” sophomore play, "The Unicorn and over the weekend.
-----------------Ripley, of Washington, fifth account That’s How the Owner of
The score:
Margaret Starrett has been passing (
recommendation and will no douot Monday night to the Baptist Club ln the Fish.” Vernal Wallace Marion
of Veterans’ Administration Funds
SOUTH WARREN
do excellent work in this town as well Damariscotta.
Fishwharf Scrappers
St. George Granite Co.
presented by Prank H. Ingraham,
Wallace, Charles Stimpson. Russell a few days with Mrs. Virgil Hills.
as in the whole district. Mr. Brag- Loren Spear of South Warren is Smith, Virginia Starrett; junior
273
82
82
Earl
I«awrv
......
1(B
gdn.; Olive M. Ripley, of Washing
Grangers Make Merry
Found Things
94 98 97 289 don and family are located In Mrs. boarding with Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Earl Calder .........
SOMERVILLE
ton, fifth account of Veterans’ Ad
play, “The Midnight Ghost,” Virginia
_____
Twenty-nine members of Good Will
96 87 86 269 Louise Warehsm’s house on East Mam
V. Johnson .........
ministration Funds presented by Editor of The Courier-Gazette;
S. J. Burrows. Misses Abbie Side- Wyllie, Alfred Wyllie. Phyllis Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner and 1 ®ranKe accepted the invitation of
95 75 79 249 8treet| linger and Almeda Sidelinger of Carl Perry, Sisko Lehto, Annette
Frank H. Ingraham, gdn.; Zebedee E.
Samuel C. Dougan of New York A. Lawry .............
daughter
Mrs, Flora Burdett and Twilight Grange of Corinna to be Its
Simmons, late of South Thomaston, city, owner ot the St. George Gran- E Smith ............. . 74 75 95 244 i The 30th anniversary program of south Waldoboro were callers Friday Haskell, Constance Jenkins, Ernest
three children of Beverly, Mass, are guests on Monday night. The trip
deceased. first and final account pre- !lte Co., was a recent visitor at his
the "Minks ’ Club will be broadcast at L. L. Mank's.
Erkkila; senior play, “Among Us spending two weeks' vacation at the was made in Elmer Overlock's truck.
468 417 439 1324
sented by Lena S. Simmons exx : A. ■ stone plant where he found evervMr. and Mrs. I. E. Perry, Mr. and Girls " Winona Robinson, Thelma Turner £U
A class of candidates was instructed
home hp.e
Vinalhaven Fire Department. Tune Mrs. H B. Bovey. Charles Bowers and Stoddard. Esther Tolman, Freda
Minnie Plummer, late of Camden, de- thing in apple pie order. Mr. DouBobt&iled Bearcats
_ ,
ln the third and fourth degrees and
Evelyn Light and Virginia Light a fine drill enjoyed and refreshments
eeased. first and final account pre- Kan has a fine summer estate in Buckv Warren ... ... 71 89 85 245
Miss Arvilla Winchenbach attended Mood and Beatrice Merrifield.
who have been attending school at
sented by Martha P. Hewett, exx.; Mineville. N. Y.. among the iron Gua Swanson......
the recent auto show in Portland.
82 97 92 271
Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson goes today Erskjne Academy ,n chlna have i served.
mines
near
Port
Henry.
He
is
a
great
Eugene F. Thompson, of Rockland,
Mrs. Clara Spear has moved to A. to West Newton. Mass. with Mr. and transferred ,0 Washlngton High 1 The visit was made possible by ‘he
Bill Muise ........... 104 82 103 294
lifth annual account presented by golf enthusiast and I have heard that Fritz Johnson .... ... 80 77 85 242 : club rooms network 30 years ago. J. Wiley's house, formerly owned by Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr. of Waldo
I fact that the lecturers of the two
School.
Jerome C. Burrows, gdn.; Isaac N. he is the champion golfer of the C. Smith ........
Granges are cousins—Mis. Ruth Max... 77 79 101 257 1 The same announcer Walter ("Shag > Franklin Brackett.
boro, where Mrs. Jameson Sr. will
Clyde Plummer of Palermo has cy of
Wm and Mrs Ljdje Pej.
Young, late cf Thomaston, deceased, family.
414 424 471 1309 Ingerson will be on the air. “Minks"
be
guest
of
her
daughter.
Mrs.
Henry
Miss Una Clark of Augusta passed
The concern is loading Barge Cul
been spending a few days at H. C.! ker of Twilight.
from out of town are reminded to
first and final account presented by
i the weekend with Miss Myrtie Reever McCraw, later going to Manchester. Brown's.
I tune ln.
Hollis D. 'Young, admr.; Bertram H. len with another large cargo of pav
Those making the trip were Mr.
Conn., to visit Mr. and Mrs. Chester
who returned with her.
ing,
33.500.
This
same
barge
three
Copeland, late of Thomaston, de
The "Slack Salters ' met Wednes
Mrs. Gladys Hisier and son Rlch- and Mrs. Charles Copeland. Mr. and
Robinson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jameson
•
■
•
•
UNION
ceased, first and final account pre months ago carried a load of 32.300
day night with W. H Ingerson. Lunch
Jr. will go to Harpsdale. N. Y, to and passed Wednesday with her Mrs. Oliver Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. Sarah B. Mank
pass the weekend at Mr. and Mrs sls,ter Mrs- Mildred Cunningham in ! Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Perry, Mr.
sented by Nida S Copeland, exx.; besides curbing stone. These are the The Community Club Will sponsor was served with the usual menu of
Sarah (Butler) wife of James M. Philip Proctor's
Cora S. Currier, late ot Thomaston, largest cargoes ever shipped from any a public card party Saturday night doughnuts, coffee and slack salted
8outh Gardiner.
J end Mrs. Percy Bowley. Mrs. Olivo
deceased, first and final account pre New- England quarry. The company at the new club rooms. On the com fish. This was the flrst meeting of Mank, died at her home Friday after
Miss
Cora
Robinson
is
visiting
Mr
Anion
8
the
successful
hunters
At-*
(fa'“'
a long illness. Besides her husband,
sented by Charles H. Smith, admr. has been employing a large number mittee are Mrs. Addie Mitchell. Mrs. the season.
mistice Day were Eunice French and 1 Whltehill, Martha Whitehill, Joycj
and
Mrs.
Howard
Batchelder
in
Wey
of men this year and the townspeople
she leaves a son. Alton Mank; three
ct.a.; Frederick W Morse, late of
(George Light.
Whitehill, Roger Teague, Oliva
Edith Thomas and Mrs. Gladys
The fire department met Tuesday
appreciate it, Mr. Dougan returned
grandchildren; two sisters. Mrs. Susie mouth. Mass.
Thomaston, deceased, first and final
!
_ _ n-__ ._x
Teague, Rachel Overlook, Clayton
Cramer.
night. Supper was served.
Wainn t piitn Hflx TPtnmprf Tmm 1 Mrs. Florence Beane &>nd Mrs. j
Thursday to New York.
Smoot of Belfast and Mrs. Myrtle
waino Lento has returned irom
1 Pale{. Jeannette Robinson. Mrs. Doris
account presented by Hazel B. AnzaGrade
students
will
hold
an
annual
Alex Christie has returned from gi„|mons of oid orchard; and two Niantic, Conn., where he had em- Harry Percival visited Mrs. Nancy !
Elmer E. Allen.
Maxey. Kathryn Maxey, Lloyd Maxey,
lone. admx. c.t.a.
fair. Friday afternoon and evening,
\nrr TcUnd "V V tr’hprp hp tt’fLs on .
..
.
..
. I —,_______ x
x________
1 Soulp
hnmp nf
Soule at.
at thp
the nome
of hpr
her dniKrhfpr
daughter *
Tenant’s Harbor. Nov. 16.
long
Island, N. Y„ where he was on brotbers
Charles
Butler
of. Clark
ployment the past
summer.
• • • •
Lewis Tabbutt. Russell Tabbutt. Wil
with an entertainment at night Sup- duty several weeks for the Bi0!0gical, Islan<J gnd
But]er Qf Aubum
, Mrs. Rose Marsh in Windsor recentPetition for Probate of Will preMiss
Christine
Starrett
who
was
a
I
bert Harper. Lillian Thurston. Edward
per will be served in the cafeteria.
Survey.
Funeral services were conducted patient the past week at Thayer Me- I ly. Mrs. Soule is in ailing health.
rented for notice; Lucy B. Cobb, late
APPLETON MILLS
Thurston, Mrs. Ruth Maxey, and Earl
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKinley ac
Elmer Philbrook who has been guest Sunday, Rev. O. O.
George Wright has moved to tlie Maxey, Jr.
Barnard morial Hospital, in Waterville, re
of Rockland, deceased. Martha C.
companied by Mrs. Irving Tuttle and
home of Mrs Alecia Philbrick for the
of his son, Herman Philbrook, re pastor of the Methodist Church of I turned home Tuesday.
Mrs. James N. Emery of Pawtucket
Wood of Rockland and Anna C. Wis
Mrs. Milton Stephenson, motored
turned Tuesday to Rockland.
which she was a member, officiating ‘ Mrs. Gertrude Starrett h?»s re- winter.
wall of Wellesley. Mass., named exxs R. I., is visiting her mother, Mrs, Wednesday to Portland.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Mildred Perry Putnam, late of Rock- Adelia 8. Gushee.
Warren Glidden has returned from
Ned Kessell who has been 111 sev- Mrs Mank was also a member of the j turned home after having been emWeekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
West Penobscot Bay—Dice Head
port, deceased, Harold S. Davis of
E1?ven persons from Appleton at- vh.j”~(Hannon were LMr and Iffrs eral weelcs W£LS taken Tuesday to the Social Club.
ployed several weeks at the home of Wiscasset where he served on the
Those from out of town who at Miss Mabie Crawford, North Warren. Grand Jury.
Light Station—Light was changed
Camden named exr.; Charles E. tended the Taylor meeting Friday Ray Tolvenen of Beverly, Mass.
Portland Marine Hospital. Fred K.
tended the services were Mrs. Susie j Miss Crawford has now moved to
Smith, late of Rockland, deceased, night in Rockland—Miss Maud Fuller,
Mrs. Flora Turner is in Massachu- Nov. 15 to an unwatched light show„
— ,,
i Mrs- Donald Robinson (Dorothy- Coombs and Stephen Kessell accom
Smoot of Belfast, Mrs. Myrtle Sim- warren village.
Harris P. Smith of Rockland named Cecilia Whitney. Eleanor Fuller. Mr. Morine)
tQ
setts fcr the winter. Her grandson lng a white flash every 5 seconds,
panied him.
mors, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler of
' flash 05 second, eclipse 4.5 seconds.
admr. c. t.a.; Albert P. Heald. late and Mrs. Nutter and son Clarence, the remainder of the week with her
Mrs. Carl Newbert of Union was a ( Joseph Turner will join her later.
Clark Island. Harry Cline of Rock- cauer recently at the home of Mrs
of Thomaston, deceased. Jane R. Mrs- Elizabeth Newbert, Mrs. Evie mother, Mrs. Vivian Hannon.
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Besant of Jef- of 260 oandlepower installed 27 feet
Church Silver Tea
land, Maynard Butler of Warren.1 pred starrett.
Heald of Thomaston named exx.
Perry, Arnold Pitman, and Mrs.
were callers Sunday on friends ahove water, on a white skeleton steel
• • • 8
The Missionary Society of Union Henderson Moody and Ellis Moody of j Henry Thompson brought back a ; ferson
here
Petitions for Administration pre- jHelen Gushee, being among those
tower 400 feet 250 degrees from the
Church held a Silver Tea at the vestry
Church of the Nazarene
Nobleboro. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mank nine-point buck from a hunting trip 1 Miss Celia Jones of Nobleboro visit present tower. The light in the pressented for notice: Estates. James R. present. A rare musical treat was
An inspiring message was delivered Tuesday afternoon which proved a or Auburn, Frank M. Goodwin, Mrs (in Greenfield. Other members of ed at the home of her parents re- ([ ent tower was discontinued.
Mullins late of Owl’s Head, deceased, enjoyed, followed by an interesting
pleasing affair. The several tables
Cape Porpoise Harbor—The Old
Sunday morning by Rev. J. W. Ames
Harold Gcodwin and Mr and Mrs the party were Mrs. Thompson and cently.
Sidney O. Hurd of South Thomaston ,
were artistically decorated yith large Emery D. Mank of Quincy, Mass.
named admr ; Edward E. Barton, late j Willard Brown was taken to Knox i whose subject was “The Soul’s War- bouquets of late fall flowers which,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ordway.
I Mrs. W. B. Hewitt was guest Sat- Prince Bell Buoy 2 reported out of
1 fare
of Vinalhaven deceased, Leslie B. Hospital recently.
The High (School has entered an urday of her daughter Mrs. H. N. position Nov. 5. Will be replaced.
Despite the heavy storm. 40 with the lighted candles. China tea
Seacoast—Portland Harbor ApWord has been received of the |
GROSS
NECK
Dyer of Vinalhaven named admr.;
eight-day
drive for subscriptions for , Brown in Augusta,
were present at the church school. sets, colorful napkins and unique fadeath of Vera, daughter of the late
magazines, half of the proceeds to j William Smith and son Ralph of P1'0801'—Corwin Rock Lignted Bell
Mr and Mrs. Harold McFarland of
Buoy 3 reported missing Nov. 15.
Walter Gushee, and Helen Gushee of, Blnnaay canales were llgnlea i°rj 'vl°•
““
"™
Ludlow Mass.
Carlton Robbins in celebration of hls Luncheon included assorted sand- New Harbor are visiting her parents, benefit the school, which has been Cooper’s Mills visited Sunday with Will be replaced.
divided innto two teams—the Klon- friends in town.
The Sewing Circle of Oolden Rod 15th milestone. A special hymn was wlches’ ca^' iell°- craam and tea A Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
dikers. captained by Jeannette OverCarl Filer and Forrest Flag of JetRebekah Lodge met recently with su^K by Raymond Stanley and Wil- ‘ar«e number attended.
Mrs. Frank Simmons spent Tues lock, and the Forty-Niners, by Vir- | ferson were business callers here re
Mrs. Annie Pease and Mrs. Ruth lard Carleton of South Union. The Preceding the tea. si p og am
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs. ginia Wyllie. Winona Robinson
PATRONIZE YOUR
is cently.
Pease at Hope with a good attend- Pastor's text for the evening service
-rom Leander Gross of North Waldoboro. the business manager.
The
4-H
Somerville
Hustlers'
Club
1
ance. The hostesses yesterday were was “A Deserter s Epitaph. ’
i R«v- Arlhur Leigh tenor solo. ComMilton Eugley was a recent caller Frogs were heard peeping at met Friday night with Hazel Brown!
Mrs. Cassie Paul and Miss Agnes
A study will be made tonight of the tort Ye One Another Horace Sa - on hls sister Mrs Howard McFarland
Thia Old Treatment Often
Pleasantville, Sunday by Frank and elected as officers: Leader, Mrs. j
Bringi Happy Relief
Rohhins
[ Nazarene Missions, taking up the d€rs: Plan<> solo, Tarrentelle. Mrs. of New Harbor.
Harry Percival; assistant, Mrs. Mar- ’
Thomas.
Many sufferers relieve naeging backache
The Community Club held asue- work in Palestine,Syria, Cape Verde' Evelyn Hall; monologue. Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Trussell Wentworth
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
Mrs.
Burleigh
Mank
called
Sunday
ine
community
ciuo
nem
a
sue
Guilford;
reading.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Roberts;
guerite Hisier; president. Vaughan i Who is ready to serve you
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
cessful beano party Friday night.
: islands, Cuba ana tne Britisn west,
tv,x and family and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
vice president,
Velma 1
Mr and Mrs Frank
Hanleywere ■ Indies. Thepastor's theme Sunday contralto solo. The Heart of the Light of Camden were guests Sunday on her daughter Mrs. Robert Mitch- ! Peaslee;
thc excess acids and waste out of the blood.
365 days in the year
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
Mr. and Mrs. Frame
Harneywere ,
ThankseivinE lHills.' Mrs.JosephKittredge,accomof Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
3 pounds of waste.
recent
visitors
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joshua
m
°
rnln
S
wl
“
rne
rnanKs
g
nmg
k
rpsnAnriprt
Miss Cora Robinson who visited , treasurer, Hazel Brown; color bearFrequent or scanty passages with smarting G Wentworth’s
Silsby’s Flower Shop
I Paradox-”
the close of
church panist Mrs. Hall. All responded to
Mrs. James A. Stewart of Broad
and burning shows there may be something
, the past week in Brockton, Mass., and ers. Richard Grover and John 1
TEL. 318-W
wrong with your kidueya or bladder.
Arthur Sprowl is the latest lucky scho°1
a brief Thanksgiving encores. Rev. Mr. Leigh gave a short
ove spent a ay recent y witi er Weymouth, Mass., will return home French; club reporter, Vera Brown; ' 371 MAIN ST.
Au excess of acida or noisone in your blood,
ROCKLAND
Arthur sprowl is the latest iuck>
Dresented The eveon missionary work. A consid- Hnurrhr/ir
vfre
liVnneT w’liorlzav
I
’ I
when due to functional kidney disorders, inay
daughter
Mrs.
Ernest
Eugley,
doe which dressed 145 Pr°8ram
w presentea. ine eve
today.
lOOtf
be the cause of nagging backache, rheumatio hunter, with a
! cheer leaders, Elsie and Marjorie i
I
ning
evangelistic
service
will
be
at
erable
sum
was
netted.
Mr. and Mrs. John Johannison and
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
pounds.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Yattaw
and
1 Servers were Mrs. Arthur Leigh, grandson of West Waldoboro have
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dullness.
Congratulations to Frank Meservey 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Edna Coombs, Mrs. Fred Green- been recent callers at Harry Cream daughter Margaret, have returned
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40 Jr. and bride (Jessie Achorn).
FLOBISA
home after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.1
iaw. Mrs. H. A. Townsend, Mrs. Ed er’s.
years. They give happy relief and will help the
Fred Yattaw of Mechanicville, N. Y.. I
Mrs. Ella Perry’, Mrs. Adelia:
SPRUCE HEAD
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
ward Greenleaf, Mrs. Vaughn John
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Cor
waste from your blood. Get Doan's rills.
Gushee, Miss Maud Fuller, Joseph
son. Mrs. Mary L. Arey. Mrs. F. L. ner visited her sister Mrs. Alfred in whose company they later motored
and Miss Olive Gusliee motored re
to Hudson Falls and Lake George. I
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Miller (Mil-! Roberts, Mrs. Edward Smith Mrs.
cently to Augusta, where they called tired Tinney) have returned to William Bray, Mrs. May Tolman, Waltz recently.
Miss Yattaw was honor guest Satur- j
Mrs. Melvin Genthner was recent day at the opening dance ln a j
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Quincy. Mass., after spending their | pauiine Smith and Dorothy Cobb,
on Mrs. Martha Fletcher.
Convenient to all points ot Interest—Modern In every way.
guest of Mrs. Inez McLain in Broad Mechanicville ballroom.
I'
Steamboat Company
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Mrs. Laura Upton, who is a patient honeymoon at the Tinney cottage.
Cove.
which surround tbe hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Thompson of |
in a Camden hospital, is improving.
Mrs. Jane Bassick entertained the
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mr. and Mrs. Medford. Mass., were weekend guests (
bridge
club
Monday
night
at
her
Service To:
William K. Winchenbach of Dutch of Mrs. Mary Richmond, and on
home, So. Thomaston. There were two
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Booklet
Neck called recently on Mr. and their return Sunday were accom
June ta
STONINGTON’. ISLE AU HAUT,
tables, honors going to Mrs. Margaret
on
October
Mrs. Byron Mills of West Waldoboro. panied by Mrs. Richmond and her
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
Carr, Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and Mrs.
Application
FRENCHBORO
Mrs. Matilda Eugley and Mrs. El sister, Miss Eliza Swan, both of
Hotel
Alice Allard. Luncheon was served.
Maselynn
dora
Gross
visited
last
Thursday
at
WINTER SERVICE
whom will spend the winter in Med
It’s different—it’s faster in action—it’i
Ralph Thompson, assistant keep
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed in
Stamfora
the home of Mrs. Irvine Genthner in ford.
compounded on superior, medical fact
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
Corner Second Street
H. II. Mase
er of Half Way Rock Light Station, findings new in this country.
the Morning Rarin’ to Go
DeL Co.
West Waldoboro.
(Subject to change without notice)
BUCKLEY
’
S
MIXTURE
(triple
acting)
is
The liver should pour out two pounds of
Manager
N. T.
Wallace Steeves of Bangor was a
and First Avenae
Portland Harbor visited relatives and the name of this prescription that “acts
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
like a flash”—it’s really wonderful to
caller Monday at the Baptist par
is not flowing freely, your food doesn *t digest
friends here over the weekend.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Moderate
Rates
watch how speedily hard, lingering colds
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
sonage.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty, Sr., are are put out of business. Right away that
Read Up
Read Down
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
WE BUY
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
P. M.
cuests
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Flovd
Sineer
I
tightness
begins to
loosen clear
up——
coughing
Miss Mae Warman of Augusta is I
A. M.
guests 01 ivir. anu mrs. riuyu oiugei
^es^ronch^,
passages
you’re
aunk and the world looks punk.
V
__
G
Ar. 6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
at Manana Fog Signal Station.
on your toes again—happy and breathing
housekeeper in the home of Chester
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
AND SILVER
bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
easier.
Spear.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Waldron
and
Get BUCKLEY'S today at any first-clasa
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
store—a single sip tells why Buckley's
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
Mrs. Addie Sprague of Waldoboro is
child have moved here from Rock drug
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
out-sells all other Cough and Cold remedies
freely and makeyou feel “up and up’’. Harm
JEWELER
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
Lv. 1.30
visiting Mrs. Harry Beane.
land and will occupy the Waldron in cold-wintry Canada.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
370
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
136-tf
CORNER DRUG STORE
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley passed
farm for the winter.
luuua. btubbvmly rtXuaa au>
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In Apple Pie Order

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
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FLORIST

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

For Bronchitis-

HOTEL
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Every-Other-Day

2 WAY RELIEF

WALDOBORO

THE FOREST CROP

SOUTH CHINA

Lose Bad BreathKeep Your Friends

llow To Work The Timberland To
Mrs. Katherine Oliver and son and
Eleanor Payson ot Hope who
The Best Advantage
FOR THE MISERY OF Miss Annie Goodwin of Bath have is Mrs.
spending a few weeks with the
In spite of all that has been written
been guests of Mrs. Bessie Benner. Herbert Esancys, visited recently with
About one-third of the remaining about bad breath, thousands still lose
her
granddaughter,
Mrs.
Lloyd
Fitz

Herbert
Newbegin
ahd
Herbert
And The —
timberlands of the country is in the friends through this unpleasant fault.
Doubly proved—in world’s largest
Maxey have returned from a hunt gerald.
Yet sour stomach with its resultant
hands of farm owners and these | bad breath is frequently only the re
colds-clinic,
and
by
everyday
use
in
ing trip in northern Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wlnship
Pierce
of
more
homes
than
any
other
mediKnox Lincoln Farm Bureau
sult of constipation. Just as it can also
■T'w z'-'w cation of its kind. No farmers are turning their attention I
Mrs. Isora Lee is ln Beverly, Mass., East Quincy. Mass., have been guests
loss of appetite, early weakness,
jr'-il ( 1 “dosing." Just mas- toward securing greater incomes cause
mental dullness.
where she will pass the winter.
for a few days of her father, Hubert
w sage VapoRub on from this forest crop. Better ’ nervousness,
So keep regular. And if you need to
throat, chest, and
county committee, will have charge
Mrs. Emma Head of Woolwich has Hall.
Agrieulture
back at bedtime. Re
methods in selecting the trees to be assist Nature, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive
been visiting Mrs. G. J. Kuhn.
Miss Fern Hall of Gardiner spent
lief begins almost at cut, proper thinning, and pruning Tablets. This gentle laxative can help
At the recent New York show of cf this meeting.
once.
And
long
after
sleep
comes,
All farmers who took part in the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Childs of Lew part of last week with her father and VapoRub keeps right on working. Its will make these timberlands more bring relief. Extremely important, too,
the Northeastern Poultry Producers'
is the mild stimulation it gives the
poultice-and-vapor action loosens j profitable to the owners according to flow of bile from the liver, without
iston were recent visitors at Mrs. B. brothers.
Council, several poultrymen of the 1937 program should plan to attend.
relieves irritation and
I
G. Miller’s.
Lothrop Ladd who has Joined the phlegm,
discomfort of drastic, irritating
county received prizes and places
coughing, helps break
conges i the Forest Products Laboratory. the
ureua local congesdrugs. That’s why millions are sold
With Ihe Homes
with their day-old chicks. In thc
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and Stanley Navy went Wednesday to New York tion. Often, by
| Madison, Wisconsin.
yearly. All druggists, 15/, 300, 60/.
morning the
Tenant's Harbor will hold a Potapullorum clean flock class, George
Reed of Portland are visiting Mrs. where he will spend two weeks prior worst of the
The principle of selecting cutting
to leaving for Honolulu,
cold is over.
VapoRub i is to remove only mature and deColeman, Jr., Wiscasset, received a I toes Many Ways meeting at Mrs.
Reed’s father, G. W. Simmons.
silver medal as having the best entry. 1 Gertrude Hupper’s home today. Mrs.
Past Masters’ Night at the Grange
i fectlve trees and to reserve and pro- diameter limit of 8 Inches, but for
Donald Marcho of Newport has
| tect the younger growth for future standard lumber the limit may be
Edgar Smith, North Edgecomb, coun- j Gertrude Hupper will be in charge of
been passing a few days with his was a pleasant affair, 17 visiting past
CLARRY HILL
ty poultry project leader of the Farm the meeting.
masters, ten of the host Grange past
Take 2 BAYER ASPIRIN tablets and
I crops. Studies of the rate of growth 14 inches. The cutting size is not
mother, Mrs. Myrtle Marcho.
• • • •
drink a full glass of water. Repeat
Earl Miller and family of South of trees have determined the amount always strictly followed because weed
Bureau, placed second and eighth
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller recently masters and only one of the regular
treatment in 2 hours.
South Thomaston will hold a Raiswith his two entries. In the cross bred
offlcers absent with a good attendance Warren spent Armistice Day with his I 0( woo(j produced by the woodlands J trees may be removed to make room
visited relatives in Bangor.
If throat is sore from the cold,
;
ing
and
Preserving
Tour
today
with
chick class, he received a silver
in one year or in a number of years. for more rapid growth or improve
The annual Red Cross roll call of other members and a few guests mother, Mrs. Annie Miller
crush and stir 3 BAYER ASPIRIN
tablets in % glass of water. Gargle
medal as winning first place. Two a box lunch at noon at Mrs. Annie
Frank Dolham shot a four-point The amount of timber cut each year ment of the species.
sponsored by the Woman's Club, be to enjoy the program which was In
twice. This eases throat rawness
As opposed to clear cutting, that is,
should not be greater than that pro
lots of chfcks hatched from Mrs. will be Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell Mrs,
gan Wednesday and will continue open session. Mr. Mills. Augusta's new buck recently.
and soreness almost instantly.
Cellar demonstrators
duced each year or. if cutting is done the removing of all the trees regard
Charles Hendricksons (Wiscasset) , Dennison’s.
until Thanksgiving.
Headquarters attorney-at-law, who spent three
Mrs.
Carl
Flint
and
daughter
Vir

All it usually costs to relieve the
barred rocks' eggs but entered by a ' Louise Allen, Mrs. Annie Dennison.
have been established at B. G. Mil months doing Europe on a bicycle last ginia of (Rockland were guests Sun every 5 or 10 years, the amount cut less of size, selective cutting has
misery of a cold today — is 3/ to
should not exceed that produced many advantages. In this type of
New Jersey hatchery, received a sil Mrs. Olive Crockett, and Mrs. Harry
ler’s barber shop and membership summer, gave an interesting story of day of Mrs. Sarah Thomas.
5/ — relief for thc period of your
during that time. The amount of cutting, the trees left automatically
ver medal as first place and another Waterman. Mrs. Fred Ripley is in
cold 15/ to 25/. Hence no family
may be obtained there from 930 a. his trip, and one of the talented mem
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cargill, daugh growth, of course. is distributed protect the soil from erosion. The
need neglect even minor head
lot placed fourth in this class, j, charge of the tour.
m. until 9.30 p. m. each day of tfre bers wrote and coached a short play,
....
colds.
“Dr. Pllldlddle Prescribes.” Those ter Hester of Union and Mrs. Clara among all the trees but for practical trees are harvested as they mature,
drive.
Here is what to do: Take two
Union will have a leader meeting
taking
part were the authoress, George Whitney of North Warren visited rela purposes only the larger and mature and the younger ones are allowed
At the meeting Monday of Meen
BAYER tablets when you feel a
Arrangements are being made for cn clothlng AccessOries at Mrs. Ada
tives and friends here recently.
trees are the ones to be taken out. to Increase in value. In the removal
coming on — with a full glass
ahga Grange 36 members were in at Smith, Madelyn March, Miss Myrtle
the annual planning meetings of the Merriam’s house in charge of Mrs. i cold
of water. Then repeat, if necessary,
Kenneth Boardman of Jefferson was except where deformed or broken of mature trees, space ls opened up
Huff, Pearl Webber, Fred Mosher and
tendance.
The
flrst
and
second
de

various community groups in the Alida Fossett. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes,
according to directions in each
gree were conferred on one candidate. Morris Austin. John Boynton sang a in this place last Tuesday on business. ones removed to hasten the growth for natural reseeding and the estab
county. The first meeting will be | Mrs. William Antiila, and Mrs. Ada > package. Relief comes rapidly.
Eva Robbins saw a large flock of of those remaining.
lishment of young trees is stimulated.
The Bayer method of relieving
Following the work, a program was solo and MTs. McNaughton in behalf
held in Union at Odd Fellows' hall Merriam will serve the square meal •
colds is the way many doctors
Good forest practice should provide
wild geese Saturday.
Tables have been prepared show
of
the
welfare
commltte
of
the
Grange
given
and
refreshments
served.
MilDec. 2. This meeting will be followed for health.
approve. You take Bayer Aspirin
ing the diameter of trees that can for a quality yield as well as for conpresented Miss Huff of the Academy
Frank
Jameson
is
confined
to
his
ton
Creamer
was
the
winner
of
the
by others, a schedule of which Will
for
relief
—
then
if
you
are
not
• • • •
• be profitably cut. These diameter- tinous quantity yield, according to
luncheon set presented by Mrs. staff a chair for the offlce at the home with a knee boil.
improved promptly, you call the
appear in future issues of this paper.
4-H Club Notes
' cutting limits vary with the species foresters at the Forest Products
family doctor.
new
’
Academy
building.
Dorothy
Wincapaw.
The
Grange
Mrs.
Emma
Jackson
went
Sunday
• • •.
The Jolly Hustlers of Georges River
Laboratory, so that the farm woodwill be guests Dec. 6 of the Grange
The Community Fellowship of the to Brockton, Mass. where she ex and the purpose for which they are
Meetings of all those men who read presented their Finnish song |
at Edgecomb where the Kelly gavel Friends Church invited the Grange pects to pass the winter with her son to be used. Spruce for pulpwood, for lands will produce an added future
signed up on Agricultural Conserva j and dance before all of the home
Instance, may be profitably cut to a Income for the farmer.
will be presented. Plans were made to attend services Sunday morning. Justice Cclby.
tion this year will start Nov. 29 at demonstration agents and women 4-H
for attending Neighbors Night at Prof. Griffith of Colby, the regular
Glenwood Ross cf Westboro, Mass.,
1.30 with a meeting at Appleton, ciub agents in the State at theI
Maple Grange. Herbert Johnson has pastor, gave an Interesting talk and visited his mother. Mrs. Guasie Ross,
' Rockland Farm Bureau Hall, Nov. 9
Grange Hall, Nov. 30 at 10 abeen elected gate-keeper of Pomona John Boynton sang a solo.
a few days lecently.
there will be (a meeting at the Grange ' The agents were on a home eco2 FULL DOZEN 25c
Grange and also a delegate to the an
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and
hall, West Rockport, and at 130 in nomics tour of several of the coun-1 Virtually 1 cent a tablet
Stillman Whitney of North Warren
nual meeting of the State Grange. children Arlene and Carlton, Mrs.
Glover Hall, Warren. Dec. 1 at 10 ties of Maine for the purpose of obcalled Sunday on relatives here.
A WEDDING TRIP
Payson and mother, Mrs. Esancy and
a. m. a meeting will be held at the j serving Extension practices being j
Walter Feyler of Thomaston made
sister Charlene were recent callers at
HOPE
selectmen's office, Thomaston. Rob- j carried on in other parts of the state. (
DUTCH NECK
calls Monday on friends in this lo
the homes of Mrs. Fitzgerald’s sister j
ert Oxton. president of the county ! The Jolly Hustlers were dressed in ! Mrs. Edward J. Gross recently recality.
Allie Dunton returned from the Mrs. William (Ring in Warren, and
association, will have charge of the Finnish costumes and sang some of turned from a few days’ visit with
H. L. Tibbetts and Montell Ross
meeting. There will be an election their native songs. Mrs. Jennie An- her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. Camden Community Hospital recently aunt, Mrs. William Wellman, in South were in Rockiand Saturday on busi
after
undergoing
a
surgical
operation.
Hope,
of officers and County Agent Went i derson and Mrs. Emma Johnson sang and Mrs. Benjamin Gross in Auburn.
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True, Miss
Subordinate Deputy C. N. Webber is
worth. will discuss the 1930 nrogram. while the jgirls danced and Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller and
Deer hunters were plentiful here
Pauline
True
and
Vinal
Hardy
at

making his annual round of Grange i
Dec. 1, at 130 a meeting will be Harjula accompanied them on his | family called last Thursday on rela
last Saturday. While they were runtended the recent Bowdoin Maine visits. Accompanied by Mrs. Web
held at the town hall. Jefferson, and harmonica
tives in Damariscotta.
antj 1 ning through the bushes and shouting
ber, secretary Annabel Jones,
Dec. 3 at 10 at Biscay Community
W. K. Winchenbach is building a Game.
to each other, two large deer crossed
house, Damariscotta. At 1.30 p. m.
It is now time for all club members new garage.
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth returned lecturer Alice Esancy, he visited Silver Mrs. Jackson’s field, looked and list
a meeting will be held at North Edge- who have not re-enrolled for T938
Miss Margaret Stahl has returned Wednesday from a trip to Boston Lake Grange Tuesday in China, and ened and did not seem to be the least
comb Grange hall. Wallace Spear. : to send in their application cards and home from a recent visit with her where she was guest of her sister Miss later in the week Albion Grange.
■ bit afraid.
North Nobleboro. vice president of ! get a 4-H booster pin with a white j aunt jjrs
In i Corrine White.
the association, will have charge of [ ribbon. If you have not received ap- Portland,
SOUTH HOPE
THE "BALANCED" FLOUR—MAKES GOOD BAKING BETTER
Hope Grange was represented Sat
SOUTH THOMASTON
these meetings. The last meeting will | plication cards, see your local leader i Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Harrison urday at Knox Pomona Grange in
be held at the court house. Wiscasset, I or the club agent at the Farm Bureau Of Port Washington, Long Island, N. Washington by Mr. and Mrs. Alden
Mr. and Mrs. Artist Pease of Rock- j
Miss Mary Sleeper of Gorham Nor
Maynard Albee. Member of the | office ln Rockland.
Y„ have been here inspecting their Allen and Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs. land were visitors Sunday at S. B mal School spent the weekend at
summer home which has recently
Miss Gertrude Hardy who has been Lermond's.
her home here, having as guest Miss
r.ight
and
was
served
a
covered
dish
i
been
completed.
Miss Mildred Webster of Brighton. Lucia Guptill of Fryeburg.
employed
in Waban. Mass., has re
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wallace, Clin turned home.
supper of which Mrs. Orra Burns and
Mass., was weekend guest of Mrs. j The third beano party of a series
The Nitsumsosum Club members Loana Shibles were in charge. At j ton Gross and Edgar Wallace were
John Dunton of York was guest j Dorothy Childs.
was held Friday night at the Grange
and their husbands met Monday i the close of the business session work I Boothbay visitors Friday.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Dunton. , Miss Hattie A. Boggs spent the past hall and was well attended. Prize
night for bridge at the home of Mr. was exemplified. Officers will meet I Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy re- weefc wlth friends at the Britt Home winners were Louise Rackliffe, Au- j
and Mrs. Clyde Spear. High honors Friday night for rehearsal prepara family of Waldoboro were guests turned Sunday from a hunting trip jn
relia Ripley Albert Harjula Ruth I
went to Mrs. Douglas Bisbee and tory to the inspection.
6unday of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wal at Molasses Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Montague ol Sun Brown and Oliver Neiml. There will
Frederick
Richards
with
Mrs., Mrs. Maude Davis has returned lace.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wright and set Lodge are ln Quincy, Mass., for be another party next Friday.
Clarence Munsey and A. V. McIntyre lrom Keene. N. H„ where she visited
Misses Stella Chase and Della Mrs. Abbie Baird motored to Portland ’
A penny carnival given by the two ’
receiving low.
Chase called on friends in Washing recently accompanied by Mr and Mrs the winter,
Mi’ and Mrs. Walter Nutt.
village schools, under the direction
Samuel Burgess and R Maclsaac of j
Mrs.
M.
H.
Bowley
accompanied
Tested and Approved By
ton
recently.
Roy Beverage who visited Mrs. Bev- i
The Methodist Church has re
her brother W. E. Dornan and Mrs. of the teachers, Mrs. Arline Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and erage’s brother in Westbrook.
Rockport. Mass, returned home Wed ceived new collection plates, as a
.
Generations
Malcolm L.bby and Arthur Han Dornan to Union. N. H for a recent and Stanley Gay was held last Thus- '
nesday after several days’ visit at the gift from the former pastor, Rev. F. daughter Elizabeth of Auburn spent
, itisit
lUeit iwith
mtiiVi Mr.
KAV Dornanfs
TVirnQTVC daughter
flfillfflltPr day at the Grange hall. Beano, and
home of Edgar S. Bohndell. f Clif F. Fowle, now of the Winthrop the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Went on a hunting trip to Greenbush
a fine program were the features,
Mrs. Edith Bailey.
ton Fears and Arthur Brackett also Church. Rev. Fowle had the plates ward Gross.
over the weekend.
resulting in proceeds of about $27.
Mr.
Everett
of
Providence
is
cutting
of Rockport, Mass., were weekend specially made for this purpose and I Mrs. W. E. Wotton and son of
Mrs. L. P. True returned home this
Mrs. Harold Rackliffe and two
week
from
Camden
Community
HosChristmas
trees
here
for
shipment
to
guests of Mr. Bohndell, returning they are very attractive. A special Lawfy. and Mrs. Samuel Winchenchildren of Orland, are guests of Mrs.
home Monday.
ded'eation service for same was helq bach and daughters of South Waldo- pital where she was recovering from Providence,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins had as Helen Rackliffe.
Mrs. John Gray and son Norman Sunday in connection with the mom- ^ro- were callers °h Mr. and Mrs. a fractured hip.
j recent guest Richard Mathews of
Thomas
Winchenbach
recently.
of Fryeburg Harbor were overnight ing worship.
Wells. While here Mr. Mathews enguests Friday of M.\ aid Mrs. Ed
Ground is being broken on the'
ORFF’S CORNER
■ Joyed a motor trip with Mr. and Mrs.
It
is
estimated
that
poultrymen
ward Auspland, returning from a Turner lot in the business section
Visltors Armistice Day at Albert Robbins to Belfast, Morrill. Liberty
business trip to Bangor.
of the town and it is reported that a and fiatcherymen of the United
Mrs. Alton Crone and Mrs. Mabelle filling station is to be‘erected and States takp an annua! loss of more Elwell’s included Mr. and Mrs. Or and Appleton for a call on acquaintCrcr.e were hostesses Monday night operated by Oscar Turner and Her than $14,009,000 from eggs tliat fail mand S. Hopkins and daughter Ma- | anpes
Guests Sunday at H. A. Hart's were
te hatch.
non, Philip Murphy and Olaf Johnto the Tritohelp Club. Next week bert Hoch.
son of Tenant s Harbor and Edward ’Mr- Edward» °f
Conn • *>n
the Club will meet with Mrs. Edith
Miss Marion Weidman motored to
K. Wall and George Ferrin of South Sherwood Edwards, Elmer Hart, Miss
Overlook, Highland Square. The Waterville Monday for the day.
Annie Hart of U. of M. Orono, Mr.
annual birthday supper and party
Bristol.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nutt of Keene,
of the Club planned for Nov. 22 has
J. W. Gilbert has returned to and Mrs. F. Perry Gould, son Wil
N H„ are visiting his mother Mrs.
South Union after a few days’ visit liam of South Union and Mr. and
been postponed.
J.
C. Davis.
The Grammar and High School
at the homes of Albee Sidelinger and Mrs. Arthur P. Hart and son David.
Miss Virginia Dunbar was in Cam
A
large
delegation
from
the
Bap

Band is busy with rehearsals for the
Albert Elwell.
minstrels which will be staged Nov. tist Sunday School attended “Sunday
Rev. Lura H. Ingler and Miss Elsie den a few days the past week.
24 at Town hall under the direction School Night’’ service Tuesday at
N. Cunningham of North Waldoboro
Community Building, Rockland. Free
of Clarence Fish.
EAGLE
were callers Friday in this place.
Miss Lula Payson has returned to transportation was furnished by
Edward Reed and family have
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn spent
Waltham. Mass., after spending a few Crockett's bus.
moved from the Ormand Ludwig
the
past week in Camden.
Mrs.
Mona
Payson
is
employed
at
months nt tlie Payson homestead.
farm to the property recently vacat
Miss Marion Howard of North Ha
Cooking help from ed by Harold Ralph.
Ivy Chapter of Warren and Rose the home of Charles Rhodes, Jr.,
ven visited over the weekend with
wood Chapter of Searsmont will be while Mrs. Rhodes is recovering from
Mrs. Mary Elwell. Miss Lucille El
her father, Edwin Howard.
special guests of Harbor Light Chap a surgical operation.
well and Miss Phyllis Vannah at
Erland Quinn and Frank Bracey
ter, O ES., at their annual inspection
tended church Sunday in North Wal
are on a gunning trip. Ernest Nick
next Saturday. Mrs. Cora Upham,
/I
doboro.
erson is caring for the Lighthouse
DEER ISLE
Mrs. Nina Carroll. Mrs. Mary Spear
Mr. and .Mrs. Myron S. Hutchins
during Mr. Bracey's absence.
and Mrs. Lida Champney will be ln
and sons Raymond and Vernon were
Mrs. Henry Haskell who spent sev
Mrs. Edwin Howard is visiting rela
charge of the supper at 6.30.
Damariscotta visitors Saturday.
tives in Warren.
An invitat.on has been extended eral weeks iwith friends and rela
Calvin L. Bragg recently made a
Mrs. James O. Quinn is guest of
to Fred A. Norwood W.R.C., to at tives ln Massachusetts returned home
trip to Boston.
her parents in Vinalhaven.
tend this evening a reception at Tuesday.
Miss Mildred A. Elwell spent the
Oy
Elmer Carver and Mr. Crockett of
Frank Carman is able to be out
Grange hall, Camden, by the Ladles
past week in Augusta as guest of
• Spice your cakes and pud
North Haven were recent visitors at
of the G.A.R., honoring Mrs. Willis again after a severe illness.
Mrs. George Simmons.
dings, pies and custards with
the home of Mr. Carver's mother,
Harville, patriotic Instructor of the
Clyde Conary is home.
k
Milton Ludwig, a former resident of
nutmeg that conies from the
Mrs. Alice Carver.
organization.
Molucca and Banda Isles. It's
Twenty-three men from this place
this place, now of Massachusetts,
Mrs. Thelma Shibles is a patient at were in Ellsworth Friday to register
the finest grown and the best
was a recent visitor at the home of
Community Hospital.
variety of it is made intoSlade's.
at the PWA Employment Bureau.
Edward Reed, and while here enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Graffam
Smell the exotic spicy aroma of
a hunting trip with Mr. Reed in
Miss
Gwendolyn
Eaton
is
having
leave Saturday for Miami, Fla., where
Slade’s nutmeg. Note the dis
Northern Maine.
a
two
weeks
’
vacation
with
her
par

they will be employed during t'he
tinctive rich dark brown color.
Successful deer hunters to date are
ents Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Eaton.
winter.
Enjoy its delicate flavor. Costs
Edward Reed, Edward Reed Jr. and
Mrs.
Mabel
Powers,
hostess
at
the
Harbor Light Chapter met Tuesday
no more. And comes in conven
Carlton Jackscn.
Island Country Club went Friday to
ient sifter-top ran with cover.
Harry Tisdale of Gardiner spent
Boston, where she will spend the
■saaaBHi ■ Interesting and helpful
Rlrtt I 40-page booklet, "Story the holiday weekend at L. A. Achorns
winter.

With the Extension Agents

— PROVED WAY

TO TREAT COLDS

COLDS

V

VICKS

The girl who really knows her baking
Is just the girl who'll soon be taking

PILLSBURY'S BE5T

BAKER’S
COCOA
J. A. JAMESON CO.

A REAL BARGAIN
AT TODAY'S LOW PRICE

AMERICA'S FINESTCOCOA
RICH IN FLAVOR

Vioc&i

The
SPICE
ISLANDS

1 •"J long lotting
comfort apply Retinol, locom.
mended by meny physician*.

RESINOL
F • * S T

AID

IN

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Hardy are
occupying part of the Courtney Eaton
house this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell were in
Bangor Friday and Saturday on busi
ness.
Mrs. Vida Sylvester has had a new
garage built.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Elwyn G. Sylvester of Charleston,
■Mo. on the birth Nov. 4 of a daugh
ter.

BAKER’S
COCOA

■KEG • of Spfce.." Send today.

APPLETON RIDGE

Slade’s
Nutmeg
D. & l. Slads Co., 189 Stats StM Boston, Mau.

Several from here have attended the
Taylor meetings in Rockiand.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody, Mr. Darroch, Miss Lucy Moody and Warren
Moody were Augusta visitors Sat
urday.
Ernest Maddocks Ls chopping pulp
wood for Harry Miller.
Willard Brown is a patient at Knox
Hospital.

ASK US FOR

2

ONE POUND TINS

BAKER’S

25c

. --PERRY’S MARKETS

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

America’s Greatest Cocoa Value

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
248 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

"A

Page Six

THOMASTON

CORNED BEEF ARsr™RS 2
POTTED MEATSarst2;r s3
BELL'S
SPRY

poultry

CANS

SEASONING
3t.n

Commissioner and Mrs Hodney E.
Feyler announce the encasement oi
their daughter. Miss Baibara Frances,
to Orion R . son cf Mr. and Mrs. John
M. Wadsworth of Camden Miss Fey
ler is a graduate cf Thcmaston High
School, class of 1936 and is now at
home. Mr. Wadsworth was graduated
from Camden High School in 1929.
] attended Boston University for two
years and is at present employed cn
the Bok estate in Rockport. No dat.
has been set for the wedding.
Wendell Barlow, Miss Gwendolyn
i Barlow. Edward P Thurston and
i Joseph R. Murphy cf this town nnd
Ralph Davis of Camden, metered Sat
urday to Portland where they attend
ed the automobile show.
Mrs. George V. Kanly has clcsed
her home and is at Mrs Edith N.
Aldrich's for the winter.
Mrs. Charles Pierce returned home
Monday after spending ten days with
her parents in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Perkins of New
port were guests Sunday of ills uncle
Dr. Elmer R. Biggers .
Mrs. Elizabeth Wing of Bangor is
visiting her brother, Dr. Elmer R.
Biggers.
Mrs. William C. Richards was
hostess to the Federated Mission Cir
cle Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Hubert
F. Leach was leader, using as subject
the first chapter ln the study book.
“Mecca and Beyond." entitled “Mos
lem World.'- Those who attended were
Mrs Earl F Woodcock. Mrs. Charles
Webster. Mrs Margaret Stewart and
Miss Margaret Cranden. The next
meeting will be Dec. 21 ct the home of
Mrs. Leach.
Miss Mary McEvoy o£ Petersham
and Bcston is visiting her sister-inlaw. Mrs. Jchn A. McEvoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Grafton who

pkg

8c

20c

59c

BAKER'S vanilla EXTRACT bot 25c
OCEAN SPRAY TB*’ 2 « s 25«
ROLLED OATS SUNNYFIELD
MORNING SUN PEAS 2
EIGHT O CLOCK COFFEE

NBC
NBC

CRACKERS
ASSORTMENT

19c
25c
LB17c
lb 19c

bag

COMMON

lSxe

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 18, 1937

IONA COCOA
PACIFIC TOILET PAPER

pkg
PKG 31c
2 LB
CAN

ROLLS

15c
19c

fi/ixad h)nsk at d&ft!
CRACKED
WHEAT 18 OZ LOAF
BREAD
100<^> WHOLE
WHEAT BREAD

20 OZ-LOAF
C

II

RYE BREAD
bOZ-^
SWEDISH STYLE OAF

Friday and Saturday
Special

IU'

In Everybody’s Column ?

New Finnish Pastor

»

Samud Nevala Making Prog

;
I
1
I

ress In His Labors At South

487

Thomaston

Samuel Nevala. the new minister
cf the Finnish Congregational Church
of South Thomaston, has a large
mileage to his credit but in this small
|
community finds conditions much to
j
his liking and has met. he says, many
splendid people.
Mr. Nevala was born in Finland in
1831, ccmlng first to this country in
1902. He studied for the ministry in
Chicago Seminary, and went far
afleld for his first pastorate, locating
Warmth in your home depends on the
ln the Finnish Congregational Churcn
fuel you use. And to be sure of warmth,
at Portland. Oregon. Later he did
home missionary work in California
burn I)X II Cone-Cleaned Anthracite.
until he received a call to the Finnish
Congregational Church in Eveleth.
D&H Anthracite is pure—uniformly
Minn. His next move was eastward
sized—making it long-burning and easy
to Newport, N. H., where he has con
to control—qualities that make it eco
ducted his ministerial labors the past
eight years.
nomical to use.
In South Thomaston, where he suc
ceed John F. Heino. now located In
Convince yourself—order today.
Worcester, Mass., he finds a reduced
membership, but is already ntakin-t
progress in the upbuilding of the
church.
A church fair is being held there
RfW'KI ANIY MF 1
today.
519 MAIN STREET,
ixvyx-rxx,cxixi>, 1VII_..

llBcmC

Prepare

'

for a
R/cHFn Home this Winter

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

RUTH MAYHEW TENT

Patriotic Exercises Held And Plans
Made For thc Annual Fair Next
Mcnth
------Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V. met
Monday night ln Grand Army hall.
the session being preceded by a card
P»rty in the afternoon and a we’l attended supper. Mrs. Jennie Petros«e was admitted to membership.
The charter was draped for a de
parted member, Mrs. Belle Bowley.
who was an officer and a faithful
worker for the order, one who will
be mourned by all. Mrs. Mae Cross
acted as guide, assisting Mrs. Lucy
Mrs pm^er

THE SoUd FUEL FOR Solid COMFORT
returned from a business trip in Bos
ton.
Miss Helen Bean entertained the
Methodist Society this week.
The Past Grands and Past Noble
Grands met at Odd Fellows hall last
night and partook of supper.
The Baptist Young People's choir
will meet at the church for rehearsal
Fridaj- night at 6.30 o'clock.

BASKETBALL BATTLES

FOR SALE

Advertisement* ln this column not to
exceed three line* Inserted once for 25 *
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- K
R I RED PULLETS for sale, laying.
tional lines flve cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small word* CARLETON F WEAVER. North Waldo
to a line.
boro. Me.
130-138
WORK horse for sale. A. TAMMI.
137-133
Union.
HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale. InIncluding
electric
sewing machine.
Hoover vacuum cleaner, rugs. etc.. 294
BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
137-139
SAWED green hardwood for sale $1
MAN S POCKETBOOK with zipper top „r foot. $7 cord ALFRED DAVIS. 156
lost Friday on Main 8t„ containing j New county Road Tel. 912-W
137-139
small amount of money, man s white I ■
—— ------------------- r-—vt
gold ring Reward Return to The CouFLORENCE oil burner for sale. Used
rier-Oazette or TEL. Camden 656
I <hrec months^ Perfect condition, price
1365.138 right. H E. SIMMONS. Rockland Awnlng Co . 18 Willow St.. City
J37-139
—
SINGLE bed and new Inner spring
St ■*♦•*•* ■*
' — * - * I mattress for aale. $12 TEL. 154,-R. 74
j I Cedar St.
138-lt
; FIVE BUILDINOS for sale, also groI eery wagon, horse sled, churn, separator.
......
cottage lot. three Buckeye brooders.
__ .
MRS ELLA CLINE. Spruce Head. Tel.
EXPERIENCED girl wanted, between 53.21
138-140
20-30 years, for general housework and ---- '-------------------------------------- --------plain cooking; to go to Massachusetts at ! SIXTY R I. Red pullets for sale, wlll
once; In family of 4 adults; relerences 1 vaje for stock, also 9x24 double roll
required 18 FREDERICK ST . Tel. 728-W 'Planer
SIDNEY HUMES. Washington.
137-139 Me.. Tel «-*•________________
138-140
EXPERIENCED salesman wants po- I BANKINO BRUSH for sale; aiso loam
sltlon; can furnish best of references;
/ravel, delivered Tel. 23-W. WILwllllng to do any kind of work. TEL LIAM ANDERSON. 48 West Meadow Rd..
766-W
137-139 I 0*7-_____________________________138-138
,re. | E FLAT alto Saxaphooe for sale TEL
MAN WANTED TO ACT as direct repre135-tf
sentative for reliable Nursery Arm. All 101-M
f
fruit
trees roses, etc. completely guar- | CHILDREN’S and Ladles’ Hand Knit
anteed. Investment or experience un- Fancy Mittens for sale. 80c ar,d 75c.
necessary. Pay weekly. CONNECTICUT j MRS MAROARET ROBINSON. 23 Spruce
VALLEY
NURSERIES.
Manchester. | st.. Tel. 1108-M
138-138
Conn.
138-lt : —tr——---------------------------------------------STOVES Ior sale enamel, electric.
CAPABLE housekeeper wante,! for phy Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
sician's home
References required. percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM
Write BOX 240, Waldoboro
138-140 DEN ST. Tel 1214-M. Call after 5 p. m.
134-tf
WORK wanted by man and wife, both
experienced. Janitor, cleaner, waitress.
BULL DOGS for sale; three pretty,
10 BUNKER ST . Rockland.
137-139 dark puppies.
white markings; six
EXPERIENCED, efficient woman wants weeks old; also grown male, dark MRS
permanent position ln stenographic ROSE HUPPER. Tenant's Harbor. Tel.
138*138
work; highly skilled ln shorthand and 4-3.
typlng 40 MECHANIC ST.. Tel 1059-W
BLACK horse for sale or, trade for
138*140 cow. Oood all round horse 1400 lbs.
MALE. INSTRUCTION Would like to Price right. J AS. SOUTAR, St. Oeorge .
134-139
hear Irom mechanically Inclined men In _____
this community who would like to
USED battery radio for sale. 1937
bettea themselves by training spare model, complete with new batteries.
time for Installation and servicing work SAYWARD'S GARAOE. 515 Main St.
as well as planning, estimating, etc . on City.
136-138
all types Air Conditioning and Electric
BANKING brush Ior sale, prompt de
Refrigerating equipment. Only reliable
men with lair education should reply livery TEL 196-W______________ 134-139
UTILITIES INST., care The CourlerCHESTER white pigs for sale, 6 weeks
Oazette
137-139 old Turnips 6Oc bu. HENRY CROCK
133-138
POULTRY wantad. top prices paid. I. ETT So Thomaston Tel 371-4
POUST.
91 No. Main *6..
St., Tel. ♦1-J
---------*......................
COAL. wood, coke lor sale; delivered
138-138 anywhere In Knox County. J. B. PAUL
SECOND HAND laundgy trays or SEN. Tel Thomaston 62.__________ 124-tf
tubs wanted H BALDV
'WIN. 8 Chestnut
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
St.. Camden.
136-138 paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
113-tf
GENTLEMAN lodger wanted ln home at this OFFICE.
with complete modern conveniences. I
Address 'LODGER.'' care ol The Cou- 1
rier-Oazette.
131-tf I
OLD DOLLS wanted Write what you
have Old glass, goblets, any pattern. ( |
and wine glasses, also o«d Iron mechanl- '
cal banks. Wlll buy old flax wheels 9
and aea chests. Write COLLECTOR. Box
FURNISHED rooms to let for light
635, Rookland. Me
136-141 , housekeeping,
heated 34 FULTON ST..
TeL 733-M_______________________136*138

LOST AND FOUND

..

WANTED

Thcmaston basketball teams met
defeat last night in hard fought
games, but both showed real power
end great promise for the approach
ing season. The fast Bowdoin Cubs
barely nosed out a victory from
T.HS. boys and the strong Alumnae
I girls team had its hands full to best
A bulletin on "Management of the the regulars in a 35-23 battle, closer
Maine Farm Woods." is available than the score indicates.
Thc summary;
without charge from the University
of Maine Extension Service. Orono,
Bowdoin Cubs (30)
Another Small Block
Maine.
Gilman, rf ______ 2
0
(Moulton, If ..........
5
1
And the Sale of the Deer Isle
Fisher, c ....... ......... 3
4
Bridge Bonds Will Be
Hoffman, rg............ 0
0
Jealous, lg ............. 1
1
Completed
Comery, lg ............ 1
o

visited his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Ward
Grafton for a week, have em
WHEAT AND
ployment in Bar Harbor.
WHITE BREAD
Mrs. Arthur E. McDonald. Miss
Letitia Creighton and Mis* Clara L.
Raleigh cigarettes i pkgs 27c Sunnyfield Oats 2 pkgs 15e
Spear motored Monday to Waterville
Evap. Milk house
cans 27c Macaroni, An'1 p'c 4 pkgs 25c
for the day.
read Rudyard Kipling's “L'envolr.”
Cando silver Polish JAR 23c Corn tim—Maine Peck 2 CANS 23c
TWO unfurnished tenement* to let.
Miss Ruth Killeran was hestesi to 'In Flanders' Field," by Lieut. Col.
; MRS W H. INGERSON. Vinalhaven
Macaroni, sultana pkg 25c Super Suds red box pkg 20c
137-139
the Bridge Club Monday night in John McCrea, was a reading given by
SUNNYFIELD
pkg 17c Super Suds 3iuepk< pkg 20c
Oats Quick or Regular
North Cushing. There were two tables D3rk
in observance of Armis* .
CONCENTRATED—PLATE FREE
decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
Salt Fish Bits
2 IBS i^C
of auction and prizes went to Mrs uce jjj..
'
unturmshed. an Z
Richard Wyllie and Mrs. Cornelius
A new norai drin was introduced
i.
<•.
I apartment to let. with garage 38 Beech
Morse. Luncheon was served. Other jjy
patriotic instructor and a vote
St Rent reasonable. L. A THURSTON.
guests were Mrs. Ralph Kcfi.es. Mrs. taken to remember “Shut in” mem1 Tel 1159
136-138
I -------------Douglas Vinal. Mr. Gcra'.d Creamer.
with a «'Sunshine basket."
Private sale of $490,000 worth of
COMFORTABLE room to let ln handy
Totals ___ ______ 12
6
30 i
breakfast If desired. 43 NORTH
Mrs. Phllp Newbert and Mrs. Arthur Nomination of officers resulted in
bonds to "insure" construction of the location;
MAIN ST________________________138-140
Thomaston
High
(26)
Pease.
choice of president . Mrs. Priscilla
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
proposed irinton-dollar Deer IsleOffering This Week!
Miss Edith M Keller was weekend Smith; senior vice president. Mrs.
Anderson rf _____ 2
4
8 Sedgwick Bridge, is expected to be : rooms, bath. 87 B Park Street, available
AND
Dec 1
ELIZABETH DONAHUE. 89
guest of her sister Mr.. Carleton Maude Cables, junior vice president,
Overlook. If .............. 0
0
0
Park St
138-tf
completed
before
next
Monday.
■
Hammond in Scuth Portland.
Mrs. Lina Carroll; chaplain. Mrs
,
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Suomela. If ............ 2
0
4
Joseph A. Conway of Boston, spe- ' Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable; flre"MANOMHir
Merrill c ___
5
1
11
Mr. and Mis. William T. Smith and Luc>' Bucklin; treasurer. Mrs. Joseclal
counsel
associated
with
Percy
T.
i
4°p
<1
m
Or
the
euttlng
TEL
793
‘
W
j5g^J
VACUUM
Elwell, rg _______ 0
0
0
son WilUam T Smith. Jr . have clcsed Phine Lothrop: councils. Mrs. Stella
aiANon
Clark of Ellsworth, counsel for the J furnished apartment to let. four
Upham, lg ............... 113
their home and are with Mrs. Smith s McCrea Mrs. Carrie House. Mrs.
district, said the bonds were "prac- j
m 77
mo ‘n
mother, Mrs. George W. Ludwig fcr Allie Blackington and Patriotic Jntically all sold—we need to sell only ____________________________ 138-tf
RANKIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
structor
Mrs.
Eliza
Plummer.
Other
Totals
..................
10
6
26
the winter.
another small block (of long-term
seven-room apartment to let at 14
123-Th-tf
Referee: Wotton.
,
*1. .U.
,
, Suffolk St. Inquire TEL 101-M
135-tf
Mrs. Roland Starrett and daughter nominations will be in order, Dec.
IN OUR 12 WEEKLY CONTESTS
bends to clean the thing up." Clark ■
:---- ----------------6.
Mrs.
Smith
and
Mrs.
Lothrop
wiil
UPSTAIR apartment to let. flve rooms,
Marion of Warren were recent guests
bath; at 34 pleasant 6t tel 902-w. 36
I said construction of the bridge “seems 1 niAaaon*
1OO
Pleasant C*
St.
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey. have charge of the supper.
138-tf
certain.
This
is
also
the
date
of
the
annua!
I
by
day
or
week;
all
Come in and ask for
Eight members of thc Baptist Wom
Conway,
meeting
in
Augusta
with
j
modern
improvements
51 GRANITE
fair to be held in Grand Armw hall. I
contest details
137-139
en's Mission Circle met in the vestry
Clark and the district's trustees, said I 8t ■ Tfl ]52-m
doors open at 1.30. Mrs. Maude
Tuesday afternoon for White Crcs
he expecieu
CXDeAted io
to comer
confer with
the pud
Puh - 1 rooms
FURNISHED
apartment
let
of four.
lie
witn tne
and bath
mrs jto. p
. white
Cables will be chairman of aprons; 1
work Those who attended were Mrs.
102 Union St. Tel. 628-M_________ 136-tf
lie
Works
Administration
in
Wash

25
c
This
is
the
season
of
coughs
and
colds.
Why
not
Mrs Irene Winslow, grabs; Mrs.
KETCHUP
ANN PACE
2
N. F. Andrews, Mrs. H. S. Kilborn.
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
ington soon “to speed up engineering
Lizzie French, utilities; Mrs. Carrie
corner Limerock St., and Broadway.
try to escape them by trying to keep warm and com
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson, Mrs. Ernest
activities.
”
$25
month V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
Brown, candy ;Mrs. Allie Blacking- i
BAKING POWDER PACE CAN IJ'
fortable in proper underwear. Below we make a few
Montgomery. Mrs. E P. Starrett. Mr..
The PWA, which made available a St., or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154 or 330133-tf
ton, foods. Beano wil also be in I
Francis L. Tillson. Mr . William New
suggestions.
federal grant of $315,000 sometime | FURNISHED apartment to let. four
BS
progress. The public ls welcome. |
bert. Mrs Lucy Sillery.
ago. recently set Dec. 1. as the date
bath m w £ kenniston,
A nirc warm medium weight COTTON UNION SUIT—long
Mrs. Bessie Haraden was winner
A public super wiil be served in
flcrve;
cr
short
sl&ves
.................
.............
.
.............
$1.00
for
starting
construction
of
the
pro"
nvE-ROOM
rent to' let on Trinity St.
cf the "mystery.'' For the benefit of
3t. jchn's parish hall tonight at 6.
A hervy COTTON UNION SUIT—long sleeves and Ijng legs $1.25
GENUINE STATE OF MAINE GRADED U. S. NO. 1 POTATOES
posed
project.
The
trustees
said
thev
■
An
excellent
home,
mens shop, corner
the candy table a beano party will be
had received numerous telegrams1 “a'n 4 Park St’
A beautiful FLEECED UNION SUIT—extra warm
$1^')
Jordan M. Winchenbach. who he.,
SELECTED
held Monday night at the Oak street
HE
IVY
WOOL
PROCESS
UNION
SUITS
,$15)
Furnished apartment to let. at 25
been visiting his sister, Mr:. Alma
C
supporting the project.
MAINE
PECK
North Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
20 PERCENT WOOL UNION SUITS
$198
home of Mrs. Susie Karl and Mrs.
____________ __
' Main St. Tel. 77.____________ 126-128-tf
Spear for several day-, went to Orono
50 PERCENT WOOL UNION SUITS ............................
$3.25
Lma Carroll will be hostess at a card
Tuesday- to visit ar.diher sister. Mis.
RED EMPEROR CRAPES
3 LBS
10C PERCENT WOOL UNION SUITS
$4.75
Waterproof truck covers and spray
» aSSme^
party in the afternoon at Grand
JERSEY RIBBED COTTON SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
75c
Daniel Benr.cch. before returning to
hoods made to order. Old covers ggggr. Tci. 318-w
131-tf
5
25c
MadNTOSH APPLES
Army (hall.
FLEECED SHIRTS OK DRAWERS ...........................
98c
Framingham, Mass.
waterproofed.
Awning
service.
Rock33 PERCENT SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
$1.98
DOZ 27c
FLORIDA ORANGES
MEDIUM SIZE
The Pathfinders cf the Federated
land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
• l**»*»**»'-*»-»»*«
WINTER ATHLETIC SHIRTS OR RUNNING PANTS
50c
HUBBARD SQUASH
LBS
Church meet Sunday in the Metho
CAMDEN
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$I.C0. $1.25, $1.75, $2.50
dist vestry at 2.30.
NA?5Vr: C ABB ACE
5 LBS 9c
Legal Notices
Besides ail this winter underwear we suggest good warm Stock
William L . Patterson of Chicago
Seven members cf Grace Chapter,
ings
cf
which
we
carry
a
tremendous
stock
at
very
moderate
prices.
5 FOR 25c
CRA?.
IT
Si ATS OS MAINE
NOTICE: All persons having bills for
OH S attended the supper and an is spending a few days in town.
Why not try our prescription for keeping warm.
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE or against the estate of Leland Killeran.
Capt. j. Arthur Wagner went Wed
TOMAiC'.iS
2 LOS
nual inspection cf Forget-Me-Not
Augusta. November 4. 1937.
please present at once. FRED KILNotlce is hereby given that a rommu | LERAN. Admr.
Chapter Monday in South Thomaston. nesday to Elizabeth City, N. C.
tatlon of sentence of Fred E Brown, a ~~—----- —--------------------- -------- ------ —
Howard
Anderso
nand
David
Heal
convict
In ths State Prison at Thotn.isYARNS for Rugs and Hand Knitting
A large delegation from the Gar
ton. under sentence for the crime of »t bargains. Samples and kitting dlden Club attended the fall flower have returned from Norfolk . Va..
Felonlous Assault ls now pending te- [ actions free. H A. BARTLETT, Harmeny. Me
129-140
fore thc Governor and Council, and
show and lecture on “Winter Deco- having taken the sloop Spray, a
hearing thereon will be granted tn the
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, oi
ration" Tuesday in Rockland by Mrs. Fr'pndshiP built boat, to that port.
Council Chamber at Augusta, on Wed
nesday. the first day of December, 1937, lat for the season. Phone us. Rockl
A R. Benedict, of Montclair ,N. J..
^1e name of Mrs. Curtis Weed was I
980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
at ten o'clock A. M
and Medomak.
I called at the Comique Theatre night |
HAROLD I 0068.
Deputy Secretary of State.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
Ralph Davis cf Camden spent the and 35 s^e was not present. $150 wlll
I35-Th-141 accordion lessons at your home. $1.
»* weekend with Edward P. Thurston. 8*'en away Friday night. A radio I
lEGAL NOTICE
C. A LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf
Whereas. Mary M Simmons of Rock
Mrs. Aletha Thompson returned wil1 be awarded Saturday night to a (
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
land. County of Knox and State of clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
heme Monday after rper.ding sev- ticket holder. The attraction for [
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated June liver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
4. 1934. and recorded ln the Knox Reg- bury St , Rockland. Tel. 958-J
131-tf
eral days with her ccusin. Mrs. Clif- t3nteht is Heidi' featuring Shirley
I tstry of Deeds, Book 236. Page 321. con
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
™ Loan & Bulld- 1 LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Eockton Morse in Port Clyde.
Temple; Friday, Warner Oiand in ’
veyed to the Rockland
...
w Association. » corporation legally j land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall oidera
lng
Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers, who vis- “cl>adley Chan on Broadway;" Satorganized and exlstng under the laws solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
ited Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Hussey in UIda5'. double feature program with j
131-tf
of thc State of Maine, and located at
Rockland In said Knox County, the fol- (
Gardiner the past week, returned Buelt Jones in "Law for Tombstone," I
lowing described real estate, together i
with the buildings thereon, situated ln
home Wednesday.
and Joan Blondell and Pat O'Brien I
SMALL, LEAN, TENDER—RIB OR LOIN END
said Rockland, bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
The Federated Choral Association 'r‘ "Hack in Circulation.”
Qenuine Cnc/raved
BEGINNING at the northeast corner!
was charmingly entertained Monday i The Masonic hall will be the scene '
of land formerly of M. L. Simmons on
Assorted or All One Design
Lisle Street; thence northerly on said |
r.ight by Miss Margaret G. Ruggles.; °* touch merriment Dec. 1 when the 1
Lisle Street 57 feet to land formerly of |
FRESH KILLED NATIVE—4 TO 6 LB. AVE.
Her guests included members of the £econd annual Outing Club feast wiil '
Well G. Stnghl, now of Timothy Sulll- i
Jll Tha Lowest Prica* In HUIoryl
Your Name Printed On Cards
van; thence westerly on said Sullivan
Church choir and other singers, who | be held. The affair is being spon(Slnghl)
land
to
the
line
of
the
Maine
Visiting Cards
lb 31c
Central Railroad running from the depot!
willingly assist on various cccasions. ?ored by the Camden Commandery.
Plain Envelopes To Match
100 paneled cards, choice oi 4
to the seashore; thence southerly b»
Two new members were added to the Knights Templar, and the communline of said Railroad to said Simmons' j
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
SHORT SHANK. LEAN
land; thence by said Simmons' land to '
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
Association. The weekly rehearsal ily- Dinner will be served from 5.30
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ S1.85
the
first
mentioned
bound.
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—
was held and during a social hour to 7-30. There will be guessing games.
The said premises being the same
Wedding Announcements
, conveyed to Mary M Simmons by George
I games were played and refreshments beano, dancing, bridge, moving pic1 W. Ludwig by hls deed, dated Oct. 22.
or Invitations
1928, and recogded ln the Knox Reg$ i were served. There was an attend- (tures, pool and auction.
CENTER CUT
SLICED
On white or Ivory stock—wed
| lstry of Deeds. Book 219, Page 382. to
fl ! ar.ee of 23.
Tbe Lend-A-Hand Club will meet
ding or plate finish. Inside and
which deed and record reference may
j be had for a more particular descrip
outside envelopos, and PLATE IN
H
Mrs. Nettie A. Starrett, 72. died with Mrs. Doris Thomas, Monday
tion of the premises hereby conveyed.
CLUDED _____________ $8.9$
J! early this morning at th-' home of; night, at her home on Mountain
And whereas the condition of said
Postage 15 Cents Exira
mortgage has been broken:
BONELESS
HOME MADE
(3 her sun, Charles M. Starrett. Knox' street.
Social Stationery
| Now. therefore, by reason of the
Don't fail to sec our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
fl street. Funeral services will be from
Mr. and Mrs. Page Gray have rent- I
I breach of the condition thereof, said
Special styles for men and women.
Rockland Loan Sc Building Association
ing Cards with thc Personalized Appeal. Our big new
A choice of lovely colors, mono
§ i her sou s residence. Sunday at 2 ed an apartment in the Howe house
claims foreclosure of said mortgage
Christmas Card Book is open for your selection. You'll be
grams and styles of engraving,
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock
J5 o'clock. Eurial will be in Cushing, on Free street.
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
PLATE INCLUDED__________
land Loan & Building Association has
BONELESS, TENDER
fl
1
------------------------------------------------The
Baptist
Philathea
Class
will
|
caused
this
Instrument
to
be
sealed
—at prices so low.
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
with Its corporate seal and signed ln
Ij
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS
meet Friday at 7.30 o'clock with Mrs.!
, Its corporate name by Harry O. Gurdy
Business Stationery
! THIS 25c TEST FREE If It falls. n?rf?iLouise Kennedy, Collins street.
Its Secretary, thereunto duly authorized.
500 business cards or Hammermili
i Juniper oil, buchu leaves, etc . made ,
I this eighteenth day ol November ln
into creen tablet: Flush the kidneys
A dance wil! be held in the Legion
the year of our Lord, one thousand nine
Bond lettorheada, PLATE IN
ORDER
YOUR
■1 as you vould thc bowel with castor oil :
hundred and thirty-seven.
CLUDED. only________ $7.95
0
i
Help
iture
drive
out
waste
ana
n‘
a
h
Wednesday
under
the
same
manROCKLAND
LOAN
AND
BUILDING
ROCKLAND, MAINE
THANKSGIVING TURKEY
ASSOCIATION
51 ceea a-.J which can eau-.u the nutation ' agement and with the same music as
£ , that wakes you up. causes scanty flow, 1
(Seal)
EARLY!
SiStSiSaiStSJBSiM burning or backache. Just say Bukets the Saturday dances.
Signed) HARRY O, GURDY,

RAISIN
20 OZ - 20 OZ
BREAD LOAF
LOAF llC

11

4

’

TO LET

!

USED CARS
BOUGHT

»

SOLD

50”” WORTH OF
PRIZES
250

MILLER’S GARAGE

C0Nresr "r'aN
liOV/ 601*6 0»

DYER’S

12 02 a e

23

POTATOES

21c

4

10c

; MISCELLANEOUS !

—

17c

WILLIS AYER

AiP. •Rod Stoies

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

NOW IS THE TIME!

Telephone

993

Deliver

WEEK-END SPECIALS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 25c

STATIONERY

FOWL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

SMOKED SHOULDERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 24c

50 for $1.00 - 25 for $1.00
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00

Pork Chops, Ib 29c Pig’s Liver,
Hams,

THE COURIER GAZETTE

8

sex *«»

lb 27c

SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c

I

<&"«,

Ib33c Sausage,

Ib 19c

to any druggist

Co., Chi'

Locally at C H M >r &

W Sheldon, Druggist,

Mr, and Mrs, Alphonso Prince have

Secretary

IM-TU-144

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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~ Books published by the American I
Library Associations also available.
Recent additions are:
Enchanter's Nightshade by Bridge;
On Gilbert Head by Etnier; Katrina
by Salminen; “Women at the Door by i
Deeping; The Enemy Gods by La- I
Farge; Nutmeg Tree by Sharp; The
Woman Who Rose Again by Botkin;
The Annointed by Davis; World His
tory of Art by Cheney.
C. WINIFRED COUGHLIN, Librarian

OCl ETY
* |

t
*

Mrs. Mabel Emery has returned
from Mt. Vernon being called there
by the illness and death of her
daughter Margaret.

.

Evening

. *.

THE SANDALS OF THE MONTH !
The full curved lines and fine sheath appearance
give it every bit as much of the popular style lines as
the new gowns in the shops today. Gowns which are
full and feminine from the longer waist upwards and
sheathed from the new concave diaphragm down
ward. Every line of The Doris (left) was designed
with this proved fashion trend in mind. Of colorful
paisley gold metallic brocade with gold or silver trim
it is indeed a versatile slipper to wear with one or
many gowns. Widths AA to B. Many other fabric
combinations available to order with three day de
livery service. Come in and bring your gown with

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.

! The new directory beginning Sep| tember 1937 of Rockland and nearby
Book Week
J towns was delivered yesterday and
Booktown ls full of fun and cheer;
I may be used at the Library.
All the story book folks live here;
• • • •
They are old and feeble, young and gay.
That ls what the story hooka say.
The basement of the Library is
Mrs. Dorothy Bird Snow and Mrs.
Reading as a magic highway to be serving a two-fold purpose these days
Kathleen O'Hara are on a motor
followed lr. youtn and on into adult at The Theatre Guild is using lt for
trip with Trenton, N. J., as the des
(years as a continuing adventure in rehearsals of their one-act plays.
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
tination where they will visit Miss
I understanding is the theme cf the
• • • ■
Madeline Bird.
1637 Bcok Week observance. The
Our
fiscal
year
1936-37 has closed.
Winter or summer Thc CourierLibrary in reality is Booktown and i In retrospect we cannot but feel that
Gazette is always glad to have
Monday iNiters were entertained
Ycu den't want an every day suit the children's parade is swinging the Rockland community has fur
items which concern arrivals and ' this week by Mrs. Oladys Murphy,
fcr Thanksgiving and we couldn't down tne Magic Highway to Adven nished in their Library a notable ad
departures of people, the social
you and we gladly match your gown.
Park street. Prizes were awarded to supply it if you did.
ture led by our old friend the Pied dition to the educational life of the
gatherings, engagement announce Mrs. Hattie Brown, Miss Susan Spear,
Piper with Puss in Boots. Katrina. city. And what gives us hope for
Believe it or not, 75 percent of all the evening slip
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele Mrs. Artinese Mills, Mrs. Elizabeth
Every rail in these cabinets is a The Blue Fairy, The Arabian Knight. the future is that our Children's De
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
pers
are open toe, with more hosiery worn and the
Mills, Mrs. Ellie Knowlton, and con
thrilling suit . . . suitable for a big Daniel Boone. John Silver and others partment shows a marked advance
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly solation to Mrs. Bernice Hatch.
day like Thanksgiving . . . suit passing through Fairy Tale Village. ment over previous records. With
painted toenail fad sinking into a well deserved ob
to this office.
able fcr thc big games, real or by Land's End, The City of Heroes, Pic this development in mind, the Libra
livion. A mesh hose with all silk foot or the sheer
Mrs. Helen E. Pales and Mrs. Lura
ture Book Port. Poetry Cove, over rian feels sure that their part in
radio.
Lieut.-Com. and Mrs. Basil Stin- Pales will spend the winter at Hotel
Roads to the past, and into a Euro education has been established.
hose with the lace toe seems to be universally popu
son. have as guests at their home on El Tovar in St. Petersburg, Pla.
Dcwn in ycur heart you are look pean Detour. The highways through
lar. The surprise of the recent National Horse Show
Masonic street Rev. and Mrs. W. C. I
------- ing for this kind of Thanksgiving which they pass are lined with new
in New York attended by the socially prominent was
Osgood of Islesboro, who will remain ( Miss Grace Brown of Bangor is
clothing and herc it is, down to books illustrating the various places
during the Taylor meetings being j the guest of Mrs. Chester Pissette on
your wallet weight as the whistle of interest. We want every child to
black satin and velvet. A very beautiful costume
held at Community Buiiding.
j New County road.
blows.
Join this line of march down the Children of American Revo
worn at that event was a white lame gown worn
Magic Highway.
lution
—
Miss
Seeber
of
Mrs. William Scholze and daughter ' Richard Reed left this morning for
This year marks the nineteenth ob
with black velvet slippers, to match the black ermine
Gretchen of Milford. Conn., are | Boston, called by the serious illness
servance of Book Week, as the first
Thomaston An Organizer
tails on her white fur wrap. The DEBUTANTE (at
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy of his father, Benjamin B. Reed.
campaign was organized in 1919. The
right) in black velvet and satin trim in stock A A to
Miss Carmeta J. Appieby of Lisbon
Crane.
spirit of the movement has remained
Gregory Suits and
Mrs. Irene Crowell of Damariscotta
the same, but it has gathered in new Falls, has received her appointment'
B. The same slipper is available to order in silver
Mrs. Austin W. Smith has re- *as a visitor Tuesday in this city,
adherents
from
year
to
year
and
ls
as
State
Director
for
Maine
of
the
j
Overcoats
metallic brocode, silver kid, black and white brocade.
turned from South Portland where
-------now a truly co-operative project, with
National Society, Children Of The
she spent a week with her son Ar- t Members of the First Baptist
White is dyeable. High heel, Cuban and flat. 1 hree
every group interested ln children
$25.00 to $50.00
thur Smith and family.
i Church Girls' Guild will meet Friday
and in books taking part in lt. The American Revolution. She was rec- !
day
delivery service available.
_____
j at 2 o'clock, the packing for Proviobservance now has a secure place ommended for that position by Mrs.
New Wool Hose
Members of the Tuesday Night 1 dence to be completed.
on the calendar of children's festi Marcia A. Binford. State Regent for
Bridg- Club were entertained at a 7
vals. The Week is planned as the Maine of the Daughters of the
50c,
75c
to
$2.00
Miss Irma Fickett has returned
o'clock luncheon at the home of Mrs.
interest children in recreational American Revolution and this was
310 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
from
a visit with friends and relaHerbert Kallcch this week. Mrs. .
high point of year-long activity to
New
Wool
Lined
Gabar

confirmed
at
the
October
Board
Raymond Cross. Mrs. Ronald Mes- , tlves in Boston and Brighton,
reading.
meeting, held in Washington. D. C.. |
ser and Miss Maerice Blackington
We will hold our first story hour
H
dine Zipper Jackets
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
- - —---------were winners at the card game.
of the season Friday at 4 o'clock at by Mrs. Wm H. Pouch. National ■ ■ daughter Jeannine, were guests of
I
Little
Izzy
is
a
funny
President
of
the
O.
A.
R.
Is
patriotic.
Educational
and
hlsTENANT'S HARBOR
which the Summer Reading Club Di
$7.50
And eccentric sort of waif
Rev. P. F. Fowle of Winthrop, for Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow in Bath,
Miss ApplebJ- has already appoint- torical subjects are enlivened by
plomas will be awarded. Those earn
Capt. and Mrs. Niles Cameron and 1 Swallowed all his sister's money—
merly of Rockport, was in the city i°r
weekend.
ed several of her helpers,—viz., Mrs. pageants, drills, music, under the
ing the awards are Charles Whit
family were visitors in 8outhport rcSaid that he was playing safe,
Fred C. Morgan of Saco and Mrs. direction of a senior president.
Tuesday, calling on friends.
~
more. Eleanor M. Shute, Mary Perry.
Invitations have been issued to a
.
—Exchange
It is Interesting to note that Maine cently.
Wm. F. Schoppe of Auburn as State
Christine Newhall. Melzine McCasMrs George J. Stobie. first vice holiday dancing party to be given
promoters of the C. A. R. and Mrs. in one of only four States which has
lin. Margery Mills. Harry Gumpert.
president of the Garden Club Fedweek at the Country Club, by
Samuel S. Woodbury cf Auburn and not yet formed societies of the C. A.
Dorothy A. Goodnow , Ruth Cobb
eration of Maine and Mrs. John Piper | Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
Miss Eleanor Seeber of Thomaston , R.,—the others being Montana.
Emery Eileen Beach, Gerald W.
director of the Kennebec District. Mr. and Mrs. Stafford Congdon.
as organizing presidents. Miss Ap- [ Nevada and Utah, but from the in
Bradley, Grace Bowley.
who came from Waterville to attend
— “
pithy has spoken upon her work at terest already manifested It Is likely
416
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
• * » •
.. Pall -o,
oki„,
Mrs., C. „ A. Knickerbocker
and
the
Flower Shiw
given K,by ih.
the
, ..
meetings of Lady Knox Chapter of that Maine will not long be the only
Camden-Rockland Garden Clubs dau8*^r Co^ce of Waterville,
Various new reading lists are yours Rockland, of Rebecca Emery Chapter New England State to be without
were luncheon guests Tuesday of wl» be *«*'nd «uesU °f Mr and
for the taking and may be found with of Biddeford and Gov. James Bow societies of boys and girls belonging
I Mrs. Wilbur Senter, at their home
Mrs. William Ellingwood.
the different exhibits throughout the doin Chapter of Lisbon Falls and has to the C. A R. To be eligible to join
on Broadway.
Library. Some of the headings are; also visited regents and officers of it Is necessary to prove direct de
Jeanine. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sixty Significant Novels, Fifty Great several other Chapters. Tentative scent from a Revolutionary ancestor,
Mrs.
Mabel
Thorndike
entertained
Lawrence Leach is spending a few
Modem Novels, Fifty Outstanding dates are being made to speak at i the same as in the S. A. R. and the
days with her grandparents, Mr. and the Hatetoquitlt Club Tuesday night
Biographical Writings Sixty Great several other Chapter meetings.
D. A. R.
at
bridge,
honors
going
to
Mrs.
Grace
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie in Warren.
Miss Appleby is well fitted for the
Novels
cf
All
Time,
Fifty
Great
Eng

The
work
of
the
C.
A.
R.
is
car,
Rollins and Mrs. Nellie Dow.
Rockland's first annual hobby lish
Novels. Sixty Outstanding ried on in co-operation with the S. A position. After her graduation from I
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
Mrs. Jennie Bird will leave Friday show, sponsored by the Congrega American Novels, Fifty Great French R. and the D. A. R.; Rev. Grube } the New England Conservatory of
to Tuesday Night Ciub this week
tional Church, will be shown at Com Novels, Fifty Great Russian and Cornish being the Maine president : Music, where she took the vocal
for cards and late lunch. Mrs. Ray for a visit with her son William Bird
in
Northampton.
Mass,
later
going
to
munity
Building Dec. 7-8. Wide German Novels. These will make ex of the Sons and Mrs. Binford State course, her voice being a pleasing
Foley, Mrs. David McCarty and Mrs.
Regent of the Daughters of the lyric soprano, she was supervisor of
Trenton,
IN.
J.,
to
spend
the
winter
spread enthusiasm sends Knox Coun cellent lists for your winter reading
Arthur Doherty won bridge honors.
music for several years in the schools
American Revolution.
and
will
6erve
as
your
study
guide.
;
with her daughter. Miss Madeline ty persons from house to house tell
Remember "Every book is a new book ■ Although boys and girls are eli- j of isveral Maine and Massachusetts
Mrs. Rhama Phiibrick, Mrs. Donald j Eird.
ing of the big event. From inquiries to me. until I have read it." Thc gible to Join, from birth, girls, at the cities and in her Maine home as well
Kelsey and Mrs. Donald Cummings
-------wi’l be hostesses at the meeting of
Mrs. Belle Frost of North Main received all roads will lead to Rock library can supply you with the great- ! age of 18 are supposed to transfer to as in her winter home on Orlando
Rounds Mothers Club to be held Fri- street entertained at beano and cards land for this unusual show. Visitors er part of these lists and can easily , the D. A. R. and boys, at the age of Florida.
She is a favorite as an entertainer.
dav night at the home ot Mrs. Corwin j Tuesday night. Prizes were won by will be amazed at the range of col I obtain the others. The lists are com-j 21. are supposed to transfer to the
Her
hobbies, other than music are
lections.
Mark
the
dates
on
your
piled
by
William
H.
F.
Lamont
of
the
j
S.
A.
R.
There
are
junior
and
senior
Mrs.
Clara
Curtis,
Mrs.
Florence
H. Olds, Beech street.
English Department of Rutgers Uni- ; groups in the C. A R. however. The genealogical research and autoing.
------i Knowlton, Carl Morse, Sherwood social calendar.
versity. A list of Recent Childrens object of the organization, of course.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller leave i Frost. Al Borgerson. Ray Watts, Mrs.
—
■
.............. . »
Miss Lucinda Rich is looking for
tomorrow for Miami. Fla., where I Nellie McKay and Ben Philbrook.
This year, the smart thing Ls to use
they will make their annual sojourn |
_____
ward to her 4-H Club exhibit. Her
Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make
at “The Gralynn." Enroute they will
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird. Mrs. C. F. Sim- group is always willing to co-operate. |
your selection now—while all lines
visit Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich I mens, and Mrs. Jane Bird motored to Patrons wlll enjoy meeting Miss Rich
are complete; you will find Just thc
in Boston.
.Hallowell yesterday for lunch.
and see her collection.
sentiment and design you wish, for
•• • »
the modest sum of $1 which will buy
Mrs. C. A. Packard entertained! Mrs. W. S. Scholve and daughter
Complete Newline of
Clotheslines with tiny clothespins
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the
members of E.F A. Club Wednesday . Gretchen of New Milford, Conn., are have attracted city-wide attention
quality. The Courier-Gazette.—adv.
at a picnic dinner.. At cards in the ; visiting Mrs. Sholve's brother. Ken- the past two weeks, for doll-lovers
afternoon, honors were won by Mrs. nedy Crane. They will later go to
got out their favorites and washed
Leroy Chase. Mrs. Benjamin Phil ' Skowhegan to be guests of Kennedy
their dresses. “What a pretty line
brook, Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs.' Crane. Jr., and Robert Crane.
of clothes, and what a fascinating
For Men and Women
Fred Collamore.
I
-------A New England prod
_____
[ Clarence Upham and Wiley Phil- hobby." for Mrs. Joseph Emery, Har
uct at attractive
Absolutely Guaranteed
II. GERKISH. Dealer
prices. Send for free
James A. Hanrahan and Miss Grace brook leave Saturday for Miami, Fla riet Silsby Frost, Mrs. Kenneth Mills.
Mrs.
Julia
Keene,
Mrs.
Elsie
Munsey.
samples
with
new
WALTHAM
435 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Higgins, both of Rcckland. were mar- j where they will spend the winter.
fall hints.
Mrs.
Merle
Bartlett
to
follow.
6'?
ligne
Gold
Filled Case. G**)4 FA
ried Sunday Nov. 14 by Rev. Fr. J.'
-----------------(ACROSS FROM PERRY S MARKET)
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, INC.
9 Jewel* (ladies),
Dresses are ready for 75 dainty dolls.
A. Flynn at his residence on BroadI„ A
AlisrUl
Concord Worsted Mills, Concord, N. H.
way. After a short wedding trip,
» A GllCSt Plight
•.• •
6*4 ligne 14k. Solid Gold ^5 QQ
120-Th-15O
WEEKEND SPECIALS
Carte, 15 Jewel (ladies),
Ernest Davis is chairman of hunt
they will occupy the home of the
~
, f ... .
Waltham Watches for Men
groom's sister. Mrs. Ralph Philbrook Cantata,
Hiawatha 8 Wed- ing and sporting equipment. Lovers
50c
up from—
50c
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Dr West Tooth Brush
at the Head-of-the-Bay.
di„g feast” To Be Present of sports will pause for a long time
at this exhibit. Don’t miss thc
50c
HAMILTON
ed By Rubinstein Club
Miss Adelaide Cross is spending
mark!
THEIR LOVE IS
Calox Tooth Powder
Watches for
• • • •
the winter in Jericho, Long Island,'
NEWS AGAIN!
Both For
Men and W'cmt n up from
Guest night will be observed for
where she is acting as hostess at
. . . and this time
Commodore
Joshua
N. Southard is
the first time this season at the
BYSON
they mean it with
' The Maine Maid'' a tea room op
Friday meeting of the Rubinstein chairman of the ship models and the
all thei' hearts 1
$1259
7 Jewel, at
erated by a former Rockland girl,
marine
exhibit.
Listen
to
the
Com,
Club, to be held at the Universalist
$24.75
17
Jewel,
at
49c
Vivien Billings Roberts and her hus
60c ALKA SELTZER
vestry. Mrs. Dora Bird is program modore, while he tells the sea stories, j
59e
band Percy S. Roberts.
75c LISTERIN'E .................. .................
TYRONE
chairman, having for her subject
69c
$1.03 HALIBUT LIVER OIL CAPSULES
There
is
no
finer
way
to
remember
;
Outing Club members were enter "Oklahoma. Indian Themes." The your friends than by sending them |
POWER
■ I
24c
35c BROMO QUININE TABLETS
LORETTA
tained Wednesday at luncheon by cantata "Hiawatha's Wedding Feast"
')
59r
Our Motto: Service, Savings, Satisfaction
75 YEAST AND IRON’ TABLETS
Christmas cards and tn.ere aie r.o
Mrs. Joshua N. Southard, the after will be presented with guest artist
89e
$1.00 PATCH’S KON’DREMUL ...............
YOUNG
liner Christmas cards than those
357
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 654-W
assisting.
noon being occupied by relief sewing.
59c
$1.00 LUCKY TIGER SHAMPOO
with your name, and monogram too,
The program:
49c
60c PERTUSSIN .......................................
if you choose.
Our Personalized I
—“Indian Suite—Opus
Mrs. Wallace Little and Mrs. Her Plano 27Solos
”.
Homer Orunn Christmas Cards are dignified and
21c
100’s ASPIRIN 5 GR.
............
(a) Flute Ood
bert Kalloch entertained last night
19c
IOC’s CASCARA SAG RADA TABLETS
(to) Hor 'Kokshl (Rain Ceremony),
have prestige not obtainable in any
at a benefit party, at Mrs. Little’s
Mrs Clemlce Preston
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
67c
FRIDAY AND
100's
COD
LIVER
OIL
TABLETS
...........
other
form.
See
our
line
now.
A
'
Indian Themes."
heme on Broadway for St. Peter’s Paper—“Oklahoma.
Mrs Dora Blpd
12c
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50
PINT RUBBING ALCOHOL
BANK NITE
SATURDAY
Church. There were seven tables of Vocal Solo—"By the Waters of Min
79c
cards, depending on the quality and
MARJORIE WEAVER
$1.25 MYROCOL LINIMENT
netonka."—Thurlow Lieurance
auction, and one of contract. Hon
Mrs Agnes Witham
IY I E 1A1BOI
49c
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
QUART MILK MAGNESIA
J Edward BROMBERG
ors were won by Mrs. Carrie Thomp Plano Solo—"From an Indian
94c
Lodge",
McDowell Courier-Gazette.—adv.
•
$1.20 SCOTT’S EMULSION
son, Mrs. C. Smith (contract), Mrs.
Mrs Ruth Collemer
49c
60c DREN'E SHAMPOO
Solos—"From the Land of the
NOW PLAYING
Streeter Webster, Mrs. Nellie Hall. Vocal Sky
Blue Water,"
Cadman
10s
25c AN’ACIN TABLETS
.............
“
Pale
Moon."
Logan
Mrs. Robert Law. Marion Fields, Mrs.
“
THAT
CERTAIN WOMAN"
37c
C9c SWEDISH FROST
Mrs. LllUan Joyce
Blanche Shadie. Mrs. Roy Estes, Mrs. Vocal Solas—“Less Than the Dust"
with
49c
GOc SAL IIEPATK.A
............
“Kashmiri Song."
Amy Flnden
Doris Jordan. Mrs. Packard. Mrs.
BETTE
DAVIS,
HENRY FONI) \
Mrs. Nettle Frost
50i
100’s BAYER ASPIRIN
George Davis and Mrs. Raymond Plano Duo—"New World Symphony"
83c
$1.00 DR. MILES NERVINE
Cross. The door prize went to tars. I
Miss Margaret Stahl D'Orak
Next To Perry’s Coal Office
Mrs. Gertrude Parker
Lillian Twiggs.
T. D. Lewis, Prop.
G. T.
100 s
Cantata—“Hiawatha's Wedding
Feast,"
Coleridge Taylor
PURE
NORWEGIAN
Rubinstein Club Augmented Chorus
Battery Service
Our Bargain Rack again offers
Tenor Solo, Harold Greene
amazing values in dresses at $3.00
CAPSULES
Recharging
Rentals
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
and $5 00. Also Bradley Knits al
Matinee 3. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
TODAY
MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
reduced prices—this week only. Al of all kinds. Power machir.; stitch
BORIS KARLOFF ln
Continuous
Saturday
2.00
to
18
30
MOBILUBRICATION
ing.
Awnings
stored.
Rockland
Awnfreds Perry. 7 limerock street.—adv.
“WEST OF SHANGHAI"
137*139
J37-B38 1 lhg <?9., I? WUlOW St,

Mrs. Clifford Smith and brother
William Emery were called to Mt.
Vernon by the sudden illness of their
sister, Mrs. Margaret Ward.

Let Mary have her

little lamb ... what

you want is Turkey

DORIS $5.00

A New Organization

BLACKINGTON’S

DEBUTANTE $4.50

GREGORY'S

The Hobby Show

CARROLL

PErfum ER

Knitting Wools

WATCHES

$17*50

Trench Tooth Paste

59c

$37.50

27c

KARL M. LEIGHTON

Second

MAIN STREET
FILLING STATION

Halibut Liver Oil
$1.19

Cod Liver Oii
$1.19

PARK

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND’S GREATEST NEED

MADE AN UNUSUAL VISIT

IT DELIGHTED THE EYE

I tion of pewter pieces flanked by red
■ j candles set amid arrangements of
perfect effect their lenths must re- j pine and red berries. A red basket
main “as is.’’ She demonstrated how {filed with evergreens, lichens and
chrysanthemums may toe cut down plne cones A brown pitcher with
in length to serve as a binder to grasses and geed pods. An exquisite
the container, by arranging gorgeous wreath a first prize winner, fash(By Gladys St. Clair Heistad—Second Installment)
white chrysanthemums with three loned o{ pine and MIles A smaii
At the guest table which was beau-1 Order of St. Olav which is one of ' Six hundred Sunday School mem- thing wrong with the clock, would flat oval green leaves in a beautiful wreath 0( cedar with delicate decoratifully appointed and decorated were the highest, if^not-the highest, that!
from ten Sunday s<,h00,s of you paint the face of the clock red. large white vase.
i tlon at baae of bittersweet and bayKing of Norway ever bestows, i
the
large
hand
blue,
the
little
hand
;
Mrs.
Benedict's
advice
to
those
berry. A wreath of laurel leaves and
Dr. Koht, Mrs. Betzy Kjelsberg presi the
.Kirsten Flagstad has recently been Knox County were part of tlle audi’
green, put in a sapphire and a ruby, making their own Christmas greens lad}, app]es A centerpiece of squash !
dent Norwegian Council of Women decorated with this Order, if you ence
^^O-1 al
Community Buna and (ben expect the clock to go? was to watch out and not use
hollowed out and filled with fruits.
and Vice President International remember)
Mr Hertzwig re ing Tuesday night. Special reservations had been made for them on the N° jeweler W0Uld te" y0U that y°U materlaIs that are P">tected. naming (lanked by pale green candles in glass
Council of Women; Hon. Wilhelm pned much along this line: “Well,
could fix the mainspring of the clock offhand most of the ground covers, hrtld-r.
...
. .
....................
noiaers.
Munthe de Morganstierne. Norgewian I you see, someone did something for main floor. Delegations were pres-'I by painting. —
He would take out the ground pine and partridge berries.
A centerpiece for children's table,
Minister to the United States; Hon. , Norway in the whaling industry, and
from the Second Baptist Sunday
get to the lnside Qf the worfc. whRe plne f,r and spruce are
f^hi
from
flat branches
Rolf A. Christensen, Norwegian Con-?the countJy'
1 wa£ : ?Ch^?
in
a
new
mainspring,
and
then
j
missible.
She
suggested
patronizingj
of
{ir
Qn
whlch
was placed a minia. I
I the guy who did it!"
| Sunday School of Union, the Baptist ! P
atch would go. Don't you be- \ local florists and gardeners for pro- ture though modernistlc, Christmas
sul General; Jonas Lie. president of j
we ,earned that he had Sunday School of Thomaston, Uiejlleve
Vin^?
| ^ng'n^teri^
this method putting , tree witb
tiny sbepberd and his j
tlie National Academy of Design andJ earned millions of dollars for Norway ; Baptist 6unday School of Warren Itsays: 'For out ofthe heart pro-I money into circulation and not tresfloclc circling the base- around the
president of the Metropolitan Muse-1 in the whaling industry and had also I lbe Baptist Sunday School of Rock- ceed evil thoughts, murders adul- passing toy error into protected tree wafi placed small figures Qf |
urn of Fine Arts, and others of note. . benefltted the United States in no ^rL the JSaivation Army Sunday Iries fornications, thefts,
false greens
children, each bearing a tiny taper.
Dr. P. A. Reque as president of the | sma11 "ay
Order is given only :
^^Xion^Stov
blasphetni€*~" "The heart A colorful touch may ** added t0 A ‘centerpiece of'
moss, cedar and
Nnrrtp Seiskan nresided as chairman i where the achievement is very not- ; 1 Religious Education Sunday j deceitful above all things, and des- the
"
------Christmas
tree by stringing cones, with small reindeer figures.
cranberries or hanging on lady flanked by white candles in moss covin which he turned off the matter [Sunday School, the Pratt Memorial ! palnta lhe outside: the Gospel of apples. Best to keep the tree in one gre<J
holders
men—and Mme. Kjelsberg. too—wore
lnside o{ color, with white perhaps the nicest
when approached, although I think Sunday School, the First Baptist j€SUS christ begins at
decorations.
Sunday School, of Rockland.
a man and changes him from the in- of all. Wreaths should be fashioned
All those at the guest table were he was obviously proud to be wearing
A
large
and
enthusiastic
delegation
S£de out -phe Bible re-creates man; from materials we have in our native The dinner table arrangements. |
served, but others helped themselves the decoration-and who wonders?
which were not judged as only two ;
iru, the
me iosv
was presen1, from the Corliss Street takes out the old mainspring and state,
____ ______
rather____________
than resorting_ to art!
irom the pmorgaasbord.
first !We found aU our table companions
t had over wpn and ahaninteiv ' —there were seven in addition to us j Baptist Church in Bath, headed by ! gives the man a new heart and life j ficial materials. Fresh flowers with I were entered won each an honorable .
the mnsi gorgeous thine I ever hoDe ~most delightful.
The food was tbeir youn« pastor. Rev. Mr. Moffatt. and understanding, and that man can a real Christmas effect are usually in meBt.ion- The flr8t was enter
>
, ’ , , lontr tabI. wilh different marvelous, interspersed with just the
PrayeT was offered by Rev. Wil-■ g0 out and ]lve (or jesUs Christ, be- the offing at this time of year. Red
1:111081 Robbins of Cam en an
levels laid with white cloths and ri8ht wines, and everything was beau- .llam
ot the Islesboro Bap- cause he has something on which to carnations are perhaps the most had 48 centerPlece a large mirrore
levels, laid w.th white cloths
I tist Church.
build his life."
favored, and later in the afternoon!50’'1 surrounded by reddish bronze,

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Heistad Hear Norwegian Is It Less Rain, More Parking Space Or a New
Minister Of Foreign Affairs
Industry? No, Gospel of Jesus Christ
In Human Lives

Sr^tZ^TTnt^fl^!U^«W»Swed

speeches,

all

in I

Thf

un**

^“on of

(Continued from Page One)

u the oospel?” asked Dr,j fashioned

an"'^utotte'dworaUon Icteywitherouma' fbmked by smaller

hiXst level Engll8h this time

Charlie Taylor, sang "Guide Me. O ! Taylor. 'The Gospel is this: God using this rich and glowing flower arrangements of the chrysanthe111011 °reat Jehovah." Laurie's spe- , commendeth his love toward us in
Mrs. Benedict suggested for the mums andl candIes' and shallow
cial Piano numbers were "Chopin's that while we were yet sinners, Christ Thanksgiving table arrangements of fcowls of colorful fruits; the china was
Concerto,” and the old hymn. "There died for Us.' That, to me. is one of vegetables, enlisting only those of,of green and wh.te and gold, and
lighting effect from below.
>18 a Fountain," with his own taria- ' the most sublime things in the Bible, j one color in preference, and calling decorated mints in red, green and
On these levels were the most
llonsOh. men and women of Knox County attention to one she had arranged wWte added further decorative color.
scrumptuous edibles imaginable, all with a clear ringing voice and an
The evening Scripture lesson was j —jesus Christ. God's Only-Begotten of vegetables in a color scheme of j Tlle second entry was done by Mrs. [
animated
manner.
He
paid
high
arranged and garnished in a very
taken from 1 Cor. 1:17-29.
Son. laid aside His kingly robe and green, a most attractive affair. She M B. Pillsbury and although along
artistic and tempting way. Turkey, tribute to LaGuardia which he pre
In opening his message on “The came down to pay our debt.
| also spoke of the possibilities of 8lmPler lines won the popular vote.
faced
with:
“
I
am
sent
Rere
to
sub

ham, roast pork, smoked salmon,
Greatest Need of America" Dr. Tay- . je5US Pal(] it au;
to Him I owe squash and pumpkins hollowed out JlIrs Pillsbury used frosted branches
halibut, whole salmon, lobster, fish stitute for a man for whom th»re is lor said, “Some men say that we sin had left a crimson stain;
and filled in some appropriate man- and red berries as centerpiece, (
.
V
. .
He washed lt white as snow."
pudding, fish cakes, patties with no substitute—Fiorello H. LaGuardia.
' flanked toy smaller pieces of the :
ought to have a moratorium on
shou,d he do lt? He
ner.
Mayor
of
New
York
City.
”
And
what
creamed lcbster, salads of many
• • • .
branches and berries each containpreacning. Well, I believe we ought f no sin of His own. Why should He
applause
greeted
that
statement!
kinds, relishes—each a picture in it
A
demonstration
of
wreath
and
ing a white candle; exquisite red
to
have
a
moratorium
on
some
our debt? Why should He die |
self. Guests sat at small tables on The Commissioner also paid high preaching, but not on the preaching pay ^9"
The'answer
to
this
”
question
’
garland
makin
«
was
8'
ven
'
and
Mrs.
glasses
struck another colorful note
which were placed dishes and silver, tribute to the splendid relationship of the Cross.
u the greatest story. this world has Benedict also displayed a very lovely in the picture.
existing
between
the
United
States
rolls and butter, and a bouquet of
"Rockland's greatest need to many 1 ever
Because He loved us I!ustre weave ln «0,d shade, a DenThe mantel arrangement was a
button chrysanthemums and autumn and Norway, both cultural and com
and courteay «tended by Mrs. Harold
people in the last few days is a little Greater love hath no man than thisi inison product whlch 15
mercial.
leaves. I tried many things from
window
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’’Jobs in my line had been few. My wife said I’d get more
work if we had a telephone. I couldn’t see it. One night a
couple came in. Man works in my trade. He had on a new
suit. ’Business good?’ asks my wife. ’Not bad’, says he, 'since
we put back the telephone.’ The Mrs. outsmarted me! Our
telephone came back, and I’ve had 4 extra jobs!”

How much are You missing
for want of a Telehkone?
Put a telephone in your house
now! Let it run errands, connect
you with friends and relatives,
provide protection in emergen
cies, save money on bargains at
stores you can’t visit, help to get
work for someone in your family.
It’s the quickest, least expensive
servant any family can have. De
cide today to put hack your tele
phone. Make application at any
Telephone Business Office.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
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